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sion of the honesty trait against criminal behavior. By “destroying” biparental families and

putting fathers in prison, we show that more intense crime repression can backfire because it

increases the possibility that criminals’ sons become criminals themselves. Consistent with

sociological disorganization theories of crime, the model also explains the emergence and

persistence of urban ghettos characterized by a large proportion of broken families and high

crime rates. This is because for children who come from these broken families, negative
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we discuss the efficiency of location and family policies on long-term crime rates.
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1 Introduction

In the United States, nearly four in 10 births are to unmarried women (Ventura, 2009) and

the proportion of children under age 18 living in mother-only families rose from 8% in 1960

to 23% in 2010 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). Overall, 30% of U.S. children are estimated

to spend some time living in stepfamilies (Bumpass et al., 1995). If we break down these

numbers by race, we see that African-American families have a much higher rate. In 2010,

48.5% of black children lived with only their mother (Figure 1), which is more than double

the proportion of white children (18.3%) and much higher than that of Hispanic children

(26.3%). Moreover, in 2016, the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (Figure 2) showed

that only 5% of youths who grew up in an intact married family had ever been arrested,

followed by youths from married stepfamilies and families with intact cohabiting partners

(8%), single divorced parent families (9%), and cohabiting stepfamilies and always single-

parent families (13%). The results of this survey thus imply that 22% of adolescents living

in a single-parent family have been arrested compared with 5% in intact married families,1

showing a clear positive correlation between the family structure of adolescents and their

criminal behavior.2 The mechanism behind this correlation is, however, unclear, and there

is strong evidence that this pattern is spatially differentiated (see Section 2.4).

In this study, we argue that having a father at home might be crucial to prevent sus-

ceptible boys from becoming criminals. This is because the transmission of a trait against

criminal behavior (criminal ethics trait) is easier in a two-parent family. We also show

that increasing the cost of committing crime (by increasing deterrence and imposing longer

sentences) can backfire. This is because incarceration can “destroy” biparental families by

putting fathers in prison, which, in turn, makes it more likely that their son will become a

criminal. Indeed, incarceration threatens the earning power of the remaining family mem-

bers and makes children growing up in these families much more vulnerable to crime. We

also argue that children who come from these broken families tend to have negative commu-

nity experiences (peer effects), which further encourages their criminal participation. This

finding implies that location matters and may explain why some neighborhoods end up with

1See also Richters and Martinez (1993) who show that only 6% of children from stable, safe homes become
delinquent. Meanwhile, 90% of children from homes rated as both unstable and unsafe (broken marriage or
lack of supervision) become delinquent.

2See also the evidence in Section 2.3, which shows the positive correlation between the father’s and son’s
involvement in criminal activities.
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Figure 1: Percentage of children living with their mother only by year and race.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, “Living Arrangements of Children Under 18,” July 1, 2012.
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Figure 2: Arrests among adolescents by family structure.
Source: National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 2016.

a large proportion of broken families and a very high crime level.

In particular, we develop a two-period overlapping generations model in which half of the

population are male and the other half are female. Each individual lives for two periods. In

the first period, which corresponds to childhood, individuals do not make economic choices

but are subject to socialization. They belong to either single-mother or biparental families

and can inherit (through both vertical and horizontal transmissions) either the “honest” trait

or the “dishonest” trait. Both traits refer to “crime ethics”, where being “dishonest” means

having a “bad” crime ethic. A person with a bad crime ethic is more inclined to commit

crime in the next period. At the beginning of the second period, each child becomes an

adult and his or her parent(s) die. Then, men and women are matched to form a household.

After matching with a female, given the trait he has inherited in the first period, each male

decides whether to commit crime. If a male is not a criminal or if he is a criminal and is

not caught, then he forms a biparental family. If he is a criminal and gets arrested, then

he spends some time in prison and therefore his wife raises their offspring alone as a single

mother. Then, each (biparental and monoparental) family exerts a socialization effort to

influence their offspring to adopt the honesty trait. In this context, we analyze the dynamics
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of the proportion of honest individuals in the population and the long-run crime rate.

Our first contribution to the literature is to highlight the interplay of three elements.

The first one is the classical Beckerian deterrence effect, indicating that an increase in p, the

probability of being caught, reduces crime by decreasing the expected returns from criminal

activities. The second is a social disorganization effect, recognizing the fact that an increase

in incarceration disrupts the family structure, which, in turn, has a negative long-term impact

on the transmission of a culture of honesty in the population. The last is demonstrating how

widespread is the initial culture of honesty in society.

Specifically, we show that for intermediate levels of crime repression, the unique stable

steady-state equilibrium is such that there are no honest individuals in the population (i.e.,

the crime level is very high). Conversely, when crime repression is weak or strong, then

the steady-state proportion of honest individuals typically depends on the initial conditions

of the culture of honesty in the population. In particular, if q0, the initial proportion of

honest individuals in the population, is sufficiently large, then the long-run steady state is

composed of a combination of honest and dishonest individuals and the crime rate takes an

intermediate value.

The intuition for these results is as follows. When the initial proportion of honest indi-

viduals in the population is low, many fathers commit crime and end up in prison. Families

are then mostly monoparental and have, therefore, a high cost of transmitting the honesty

trait. Consequently, in the long run, the culture of honesty completely disappears from the

population.

Conversely, when the initial proportion of honest individuals is large, the steady-state

outcome mainly depends on the intensity of crime repression. When crime repression is weak,

there are few incarcerations of young men and few single-mother families, which makes the

honesty trait more likely to be transmitted. When, however, crime repression increases, the

deterrence and social disorganization effects act in opposite directions. On the one hand,

because of deterrence, few male individuals decide to commit crime and, thus, more non-

criminal fathers contribute to biparental families. On the other hand, those who decide

to commit crime are more likely to be arrested, which leads to more broken families. The

net impact of crime repression on the structure of the family is, therefore, unclear. The

cultural dynamics of the honesty trait depend on the relative strengths of the deterrence

versus the social disorganization effects, which, in turn, depend on the initial proportion of
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honest individuals in the population.

Our second contribution is to analyze a policy that aims to reduce crime overall. We show

that the effectiveness of an incarceration policy (i.e., increasing p) depends on q0, the initial

proportion of honest individuals in the population. If q0 is small, any rise in incarceration

(higher p) reduces long-run crime. This is the standard Beckerian model. However, when q0 is

sufficiently large, incarceration policies can backfire and there is a non-monotonic relationship

between long-run crime and the degree of crime repression. Specifically, we show that if the

level of incarceration p is already sufficiently high, then increasing p further actually increases

long-run crime in the population. Indeed, when q0 is sufficiently high, increasing p “destroys”

the structure of families by increasing monoparental families as the expense of biparental

families. Because this effect is stronger than the deterrence effect, an increase in p raises the

long-run crime level.

We also analyze a policy that subsidizes single-mother families and show that this policy

can be efficient (in the sense that it minimizes crime) only if q0, the initial proportion of

honest individuals in the population, is sufficiently large. This policy can also backfire when

q0 is sufficiently large since an increase in the subsidy has a non-monotonic impact on long-

run crime.

Our third contribution is to consider the spatial consequences of crime and social disor-

ganization by endogenizing the location choices of families. Each individual has to reside

in one of two neighborhoods in the city. All individuals bid for land and we analyze the

resulting urban equilibrium. We show that two urban equilibria are possible. In the segre-

gated equilibrium, all honest families live in one neighborhood, while all dishonest families

reside in the other neighborhood. In the integrated equilibrium, half of the honest families

reside in one neighborhood, while the other half reside in the other neighborhood. We show

that spatial segregation strengthens social disorganization and vice versa. In particular, we

demonstrate that depending on the initial conditions, we can end up in the long run with

a segregated equilibrium at which, in one neighborhood, the crime rate is high and most

families are dishonest and comprising single mothers, whereas the opposite is true in the

other neighborhood.

In this respect, we are able to provide a microfoundation of the equilibrium urban models

a la Benabou (1993) in which segregation occurs because of positive externalities (the higher

the number of educated individuals in a neighborhood, the lower is the cost of being edu-
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cated). Here, we have a dynamic perspective and show that positive externalities only exist

when the initial proportion of honest families is sufficiently low (cultural complementarity

between parents’ socialization effort and proportion of honest families in a neighborhood). In

this case, we show that parents with the honesty trait residing in one neighborhood increase

their socialization effort and are able to bid away the parents with the dishonesty trait to the

other neighborhood. This leads to a segregated equilibrium at which crime and the structure

of the family are spatially differentiated.

We finally compare an efficient policy, which aims to minimize crime, with an equitable

spatial policy, which aims to minimize the crime difference between the two neighborhoods.

We determine when the market solution is efficient and when efficiency conflicts with equity.

We demonstrate that in some cases, segregation can be efficient because it minimizes total

crime.

Kleiman (2009) argues that simply locking up more people for lengthier terms (as has

been done in recent years in the United States) is not a workable crime control strategy.3

As Kleiman shows, “zero tolerance” is nonsense: there are always more offenses than there

is punishment.4 Is there an alternative to brute force? In this study, we argue that the

deterrence capacity of the justice system is insufficient to reduce crime if it is not implemented

with a social policy that helps single-mother families “educate” their children into pro-social

behaviors. It is the failure to form and maintain intact families that explains the incidence

of high crime in a neighborhood. As a result, an effective crime policy should also take into

account the impact of incarceration on the structure of families and how this then affects

the criminal behavior of future generations.

The rest of the paper unfolds as follows. In the next section, we discuss our contribution

to the related literature. In Section 3, we present our benchmark model, determine the

long-run Equilibrium, and analyze a policy to reduce total crime. In Section 4, we extend

our model to introduce location choices. Finally, Section 5 concludes. In Online Appendix

A, we provide all the proofs of the results stated in this paper. In Online Appendix B, we

determine the urban equilibrium when location choices are endogenous.

3Over the past 30 years, incarceration in the United States has increased 500 percent so that it is now
the world leader with 2.2 million people in the nation’s prisons and jails (U.S. Department of Justice, 2014).

4In the standard crime literature (Becker, 1968; Garoupa, 1997; Polinsky and Shavell, 2000), punishment
is seen as an effective tool for reducing crime.
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2 Related literature

Our study is related to different literatures.

2.1 Social interactions and crime

A growing body of the empirical literature in economics suggests that peer effects are impor-

tant in criminal activities. In the economics literature, Glaeser et al. (1996) show that the

number of social interactions is highest in petty crimes and moderate in more serious crimes.

Ludwig et al. (2001) and Kling et al. (2005) study the relocation of families from high-

to low-poverty neighborhoods by using data from the Moving to Opportunity experiment.

They find that this policy reduces juvenile arrests for violent offences by 30–50% relative to

the control group. Bayer et al. (2009) consider the extent to which juvenile offenders serving

time in the same correctional facility influence each other’s subsequent criminal behavior.

They also find strong evidence of learning effects in criminal activities since exposure to peers

with a history of committing a particular crime increases the probability that an individual

who has already committed the same type of crime recidivates that crime.5

More recently, Damm and Dustmann (2014) and Corno (2017) investigate the influence of

friends on crime.6 The former exploit a Danish natural experiment that randomly allocates

parents of young children to neighborhoods with different shares of youth criminals, while

the latter uses data collected among the homeless. Both find strong peer effects in crime.7

From a theoretical viewpoint, Glaeser et al. (1996) were among the first to develop a

crime social interaction model in which criminals are grouped into conformists (i.e., they

copy what their neighbors do) and non-conformists (i.e., they decide their criminal activities

by themselves). The authors show that criminal interconnections act as a social multiplier

on aggregate crime. Along this line of research, Calvó-Armengol and Zenou (2004), Ballester

et al. (2006, 2010), and Patacchini and Zenou (2012) consider criminal activities in general

social network structures and show that the location in the social network of each criminal

matters not only through direct connections, but also through connections of connections

and so forth.

In our study, peers also play an important role since they determine whether someone

5See also Stevenson (2017) who finds similar results.
6See also Bernasco et al. (2017) who find significant social interaction effects on crime.
7See also Patacchini and Zenou (2012) and Liu et al. (2012) who use a more structural approach.
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adopts the honesty trait and thus whether he or she is more likely to commit crime and

form a biparental family. Compared with this literature, we add two dimensions related to

criminal activities: the evolution of a culture of honesty (that affects the intrinsic willingness

to commit crime) and how the structure of the family responds and also determines criminal

behaviors.

2.2 Social disorganization, family structure, and crime

Our work is also directly related to the so-called social disorganization theory initiated by

Shaw and McKay (1942). This line of research investigates the relationship between the so-

cial organization of neighborhoods (or communities), the process of the growth of large cities,

and the evolution of crime behavior.8 In particular, it tries to explain why high rates of delin-

quency persist in certain areas for many years, independent of changes in the composition

of the population. According to this theory, crime appears in communities characterized by

social disorganization and is perpetuated through a process of cultural transmission whereby

criminal norms and values are transmitted from generation to generation. Shaw and McKay

(1942) postulate that three structural factors, namely low socioeconomic status, ethnic het-

erogeneity, and residential mobility, disrupt a community’s social organization, which in turn

explains the spatial variations in the rates of crime and delinquency.9

The structural characteristics of a community such as stage of urbanization and degree

of family disruption affect the capacity of the community to impose formal and informal

controls on its members and outsiders. Social disorganization theory can then explain the

variations in criminal offending and delinquency, across both time and space, by examining

differences in institutions (e.g., family, school, church, friend networks). These institutions

are traditionally responsible for the establishment of organized and cooperative relationships

among groups within the local community. This organization is then linked to the bond or

“sense of belonging” one might feel to his or her community, which decreases the likeli-

hood of involvement in criminal or delinquent behaviors that might negatively affect that

8The term “social disorganization” was first introduced by Hall (1904) to set out an ethical explanation
of crime.

9Both the systemic model of community crime (Bursik and Grasmick, 1993) and, more recently, collective
efficacy theory (Sampson, 2012) have refined the original social disorganization approach, spurring a period
of intensive empirical investigation. In particular, the systemic model emphasizes the role of neighborhood-
based social network ties in generating informal social control capacity.
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community.10

To explain criminal behavior, we focus on two key aspects of social disorganization the-

ory: the structure of the family and location. With respect to the family structure aspect,

substantial evidence points out the increased rates of mother-headed households (Bureau of

the Census, 1994). Moreover, children growing up in single-mother families are at greater risk

of developing behavioral problems (Barber and Eccles, 1992; Dornbusch et al., 1985; Kellam

et al., 1977) and engage in a variety of high-risk behaviors such as crime and delinquency

(Stern et al., 1984; Turner et al., 1991; Florsheim et al., 1998).11

In our model, male individuals decide whether to become criminals based on the benefits

and costs of crime as well as their degree of honesty that they adopt from their parents and

peers (cultural transmission). Depending on whether the father is a criminal and has been

arrested, these choices determine the types of families in which children are brought up and

socialized to honesty values and norms (single-mother or biparental families). This family

structure influences the transmission of the honesty trait to their offspring since biparental

families have more time to spend with their children and show them more attention than

single-mother families (Florsheim et al., 1998). This fact, in turn, affects the honesty trait for

the next generation of young male individuals, who then decide whether to become criminals

and so forth.

Ours is the first study that explicitly captures a key aspect of social disorganization theory

within an economic framework and investigates how the structure of the family interacts with

criminal decisions to explain the long-run evolution of honesty values and crime behaviors.

2.3 Transmission of crime and the father–son correlation in crim-

inal behaviors

Based on works on anthropology and sociology (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Cavalli-Sforza

and Feldman, 1981), the theoretical literature initiated by Bisin and Verdier (2000, 2001)

argues that the transmission of a particular trait (e.g., religion, ethnicity, social status) is

the outcome of socialization inside the family (parents) and/or outside the family (peers or

10For a recent overview of social disorganization theory, see Porter et al. (2016).
11For example, by using data from AddHealth, Cobb-Clark and Tekin (2014) find that adolescent boys

engage in more delinquent behavior if there is no father figure in their lives. Adolescent girls’ behavior is
largely independent of the presence (or absence) of their fathers.
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role models).12

In addition, a large body of empirical research13 provides evidence of substantial inter-

generational associations in criminal behavior. The key findings from this literature are that

family background and parental criminality are among the strongest predictors of crimi-

nal activity, stronger even than one’s own income and employment status. For a review of

this literature, see Rowe and Farrington (1997), Thornberry (2009), and Hjalmarsson and

Lindquist (2012).

Moreover, research on the intergenerational transmission of incarceration (Bhuller et al.,

2018; Dobbie et al., 2018) tends to emphasize the strong association between fathers’ involve-

ment with the criminal justice system and sons’ behavioral outcomes such as experiencing

incarceration. Indeed, it is estimated that over 1 million children in EU countries and 2.7

million in the United States have a parent behind bars at some point during any one year

(Glaze and Maruschak, 2010, Philbrick et al., 2014). As Bhuller et al. (2018) put it: “roughly

one in every 50 children in the EU and one in every 28 children in the United States has a

parent in prison in a given year.”The mechanism behind this correlation is, however, not well

identified. Some researchers (e.g., Murray and Farrington, 2005; Wildeman, 2010; Wildeman

and Andersen, 2017) propose that boys who experience paternal incarceration are at an ele-

vated risk of physically aggressive behavior and involvement with the criminal justice system

at later stages. A father’s incarceration thus directly affects his sons’ behavioral problems

over and above other types of disadvantages that may have piled up in families with criminal

justice contact.

To account for the importance of peer effects in honesty norm transmission, we amend

the cultural transmission model a la Bisin–Verdier in the following way. First, all agents

agree that one trait (honesty) is better than the other (dishonesty). Second, for a child to

be socialized to one trait, the parent’s vertical transmission through his effort is insufficient.

Indeed, both parents and society’s influences matter in a complementary way for a child

to acquire the honesty trait. When parents and society send conflicting messages about

honesty, the son remains subject to outside socialization (i.e., he is matched a second time

with a role model (also met randomly) and adopts the trait of that role model. This set-

up allows a richer combination of substitutability and complementarity effects in cultural

12For an overview of this literature, see Bisin and Verdier (2011).
13See Case and Katz (1991), Williams and Sickles (2002), Duncan et al. (2005), and Hjalmarsson and

Lindquist (2010, 2012, 2013).
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transmission and offers somewhat different dynamics in the proportion of honest individuals

in the population than in the standard Bisin–Verdier framework.

Furthermore, our model can provide a new mechanism that explains the positive correla-

tion between a father’s incarceration rate and involvement in crime and his son’s incarceration

probability and criminal behavior. In our model, this mechanism goes through the structure

of families. Indeed, the more criminal the father, the more likely he is to be incarcerated,

which implies that the son is more likely to grow up in a single-mother family, which, because

of the higher socialization cost of honesty, means he is more likely to commit crime and be

incarcerated himself.

2.4 Residential mobility, segregation, and the spatial patterns of

crime

Crime is highly concentrated in a limited number of areas within cities. For instance, in U.S.

metropolitan areas, after controlling for education, crime rates are much higher in central

cities than in suburbs. Between 1985 and 1992, crime victimizations averaged 0.409 per

household in central cities compared with 0.306 per household in suburbs (Bearse, 1996,

Figure 1).14 More generally, U.S. central cities have higher crime and unemployment rates,

higher population densities, and larger black populations than their corresponding subur-

ban rings (South and Crowder, 1997, Table 2). There is also strong evidence that central

cities have more single-mother families than suburbs. Indeed, between 1970 and 1994, the

percentage of children living in single-mother households rose from 12.8% to 30.8%. The

rate of increase was particularly sharp among inner-city minority families (Bureau of the

Census, 1994) for whom the scarcity of employment opportunities made it more difficult for

men to fulfill their expected roles as fathers and husbands (Wilson, 1987). For example,

Florsheim et al. (1998) show that inner-city boys in single-mother families are at a greater

risk of developing behavioral problems than boys in two-parent families.

As already mentioned, from a theoretical viewpoint in sociology, social disorganization

theory (see Section 2.2) explains why different neighborhoods may experience distinct crime

rates based on the family disruption, friendship networks, and institutions such as school

14Grogger and Willis (2000, Table 2) also show that central cities are more crime-ridden than suburbs for
most crimes. For instance, the mean murder rate in central cities is five times greater than that in suburbs
and for property crimes they differ by a factor of two or three.
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and church in each neighborhood. Some economics theories also explain the variation in

crime within cities based on the spatial variation of police forces, land prices, and access to

formal jobs (Freeman et al., 1996; Glaeser and Sacerdote, 1999; Zenou, 2003; Verdier and

Zenou, 2004; Decreuse et al., 2015; Gaigné and Zenou, 2015).15

Our study also directly relates to these works by providing a new mechanism that ex-

plains the spatial variation of crime and honesty values based on the family structure and

local intergenerational cultural transmission processes. In particular, we show under which

conditions there is a steady-state equilibrium with segregation in which one neighborhood is

characterized by high levels of crime, broken families, and a large proportion of single-mother

families and the opposite is true in another neighborhood. In other words, we provide some

of the conditions under which an urban ghetto emerges and persists over time.

3 Benchmark model

Consider a two-period overlapping generations model populated by a continuum of agents

with a mass equal to two. One half of the population are male and the other half are female.

Each individual lives for two periods. In the first period, which corresponds to childhood,

individuals do not make economic choices but are subject to socialization. They belong to

either single-mother or biparental families and can inherit (through both vertical and hori-

zontal transmissions) either the “honest” trait or the “dishonest” trait. Being “dishonest”

means having a “bad” crime ethic. At the beginning of the second period, each child be-

comes an adult and the parents die. Men and women are matched to form a household. To

keep the population of men and women constant, we assume that each household has two

children, a boy and a girl. After matching with a female, given the trait he has inherited in

the first period, each male has to decide whether to become a criminal. For simplicity, we

assume that female workers always choose legal activities. If a male is not a criminal or if he

is a criminal and is not caught, then he forms a biparental family. If he is a criminal and is

arrested, then he spends some time in prison; therefore, his wife raises their offspring alone

as a single mother. Clearly, the structure of the family depends on the father’s criminal

behaviors.16 This simple mechanism implies that family disruption increases with criminal-

15For an overview, see O’Flaherty and Sethi (2015).
16A father who is arrested does not have to spend all his time in prison in period 2. It suffices that he

spends a sufficiently long time in prison during the socialization period of his children. Empirical evidence
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ity.17 Then, each family exerts a socialization effort to influence its offspring to adopt the

honesty trait.

Let us first analyze the decision of male individuals in the second period.

3.1 Criminal decision

We assume that the male population can be of two types: they can either be “honest”

(type h), have a good crime ethic, and thus bear a psychological cost K when they engage

in criminal activities or be “dishonest” (type d), have a bad crime ethic, and thus bear

no psychological cost when committing crime. Let β be the proceeds from crime, p, the

probability of being arrested, σ, the cost of punishment, w, earnings in the legal labor

market,18 and θ, an idiosyncratic component that captures the (inverse) individual ability to

carry out criminal activities. The variable θ is uniformly distributed on the support [0, 1].

It is important to differentiate between K and θ, where the former captures the moral cost

of committing crime only for “honest” individuals who have a good crime ethic, while the

latter refers to an (inverse) ability to commit crime for the whole population. An honest

person with a very low θ may be more likely to commit crime than a dishonest person with

a very high θ as long as K is not too high.

An individual of type d with a given θ chooses to engage in criminal activities if and only

if

(1− p)β − pσ − θ > w.

Therefore, θd, the proportion of type−d individuals who engage in criminal activities, is

given by

θd = (1− p)β − pσ − w. (1)

Similarly, an individual of h with a given θ chooses to engage in criminal activities if and

only if

(1− p)β − pσ −K − θ > w.

suggests that adult men spend a discontinuous time in prison, first, in different local prisons and then, over
time, in federal prisons because they tend to commit more serious crimes. See, for example, Goffman (2014).

17For evidence of this issue, see Wildeman (2010), Geller et al. (2011, 2012), and Geller (2013).
18assume that the legal wage is the same for all individuals. Here, we mainly focus on low-skilled workers

who all earn the same minimum wage.
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Thus, θh, the proportion of type−h individuals who engage in criminal activities, is equal to

θh = (1− p)β − pσ − w −K. (2)

We have θd > θh, which means that honest individuals have a lower probability of engaging

in criminal activities. We assume throughout that β−w−K > 0 so that θh > 0 and θd > 0

for some p ∈ [0, 1]. For any p > β−w−K
β+σ

≡ p1 (resp. p > β−w
β+σ
≡ p2), no honest (dishonest)

individual engages in criminal activities.

Let qt be the proportion of honest individuals in the economy at time t. Define C : [0, 1]×
[0, 1]→ [0, 1] such that Ct := C(qt, p), where Ct is the proportion of criminal individuals at

time t and C(qt, p) is given by

C(qt, p) =


qtθ

h + (1− qt)θd, ∀p ∈ [0, p1]

(1− qt)θd, ∀p ∈ [p1, p2]

0, ∀p ≥ p2

(3)

Naturally, C(qt, p) is decreasing in qt since the higher the proportion of honest individuals in

the population, the lower is the level of crime in the economy. Further, C(qt, p) is decreasing

in p because of the deterrence effect ; in other words, the higher the incarceration rate p,19

the lower is the expected gain from criminal activities and thus the lower is the crime rate

C(qt, p). By using the values of θd and θh defined in (1) and (2), we obtain

C(qt, p) =


−qtK + (1− p)β − pσ − w, ∀p ∈ [0, p1]

(1− qt) [(1− p)β − pσ − w] , ∀p ∈ [p1, p2]

0, ∀p ≥ p2

, (4)

where p1 = (β − w −K) / (β + σ) and p2 = (β − w) / (β + σ).

3.2 Dynamics of traits and crime

The way in which individuals adopt h (the honesty trait) and d (the dishonesty trait) is mod-

eled as follows. The child becomes honest if both parents’ socialization effort succeeds and

the role model met randomly by the child is honest. Symmetrically, the child becomes dis-

19To refer to p, we use the “probability of being arrested” and “incarceration rate” interchangeably because
we assume that someone who is arrested is automatically incarcerated.
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honest if both socialization within the family fails and the role model is dishonest. However,

if parents and society send conflicting messages about honesty (e.g., socialization by parents

succeeds but the role model met is dishonest), the child is matched a second time with a

role model (also met randomly) and adopts his or her trait. This pattern of socialization is

different from the Bisin–Verdier framework in two ways. First, whereas in Bisin and Verdier

(2001), parents are typically imperfectly altruist and always prefer to transmit their own

trait to their children, we assume that all parents consider the honesty trait to be preferable

to the dishonesty trait. Second, we assume that a parent cannot transmit an honesty trait

by him- or herself because there is strong evidence of contextual and peer effects in crime

(see Section 2.1). Hence, the social environment in which young individuals are brought up

should play a more important role than simply parents in the individual decision to commit

crime.

Recall that there are two types of families, k = S,B, where k = S stands for a single-

mother family and k = B stands for a biparental family. Therefore, the probability P hk
t of

a child of a parent from a type−k family (k = S,B) becoming type h (i.e., honest) at time

t is given by

P hk
t = 1− P dk

t

= τ kt qt + τ kt (1− qt)qt + (1− τ kt )q2
t (5)

= qt
[
2τ kt (1− qt) + qt

]
,

where τ kt is the socialization effort of a type−k parent and P dk
t is the probability of a child

of a parent from a type−k family (k = S,B) becoming type d (i.e., dishonest) at time t.

Indeed, a child can become type h if (i) the parent of type k is successful in transmitting the

honesty trait (which occurs with a probability equal to the socialization effort τ kt ) and the

child (randomly) meets in the population a role model who is honest (which occurs with a

probability qt); (ii) the type-k parent is successful in transmitting the honesty trait and the

child meets first a dishonest role model, which occurs with a probability 1− qt, (conflicting

messages about honesty) but then the child is matched a second time with an honest role

model; or (iii) the parent of type k is unsuccessful in transmitting the honesty trait (which

occurs with a probability 1− τ kt ) and the child meets first an honest role model (conflicting

messages about honesty) and then meets again an honest role model.
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Let us now model the parents’ choice. All parents (of both types) value the honesty trait

for their children. Let V h (resp. V d) be the gain of having a child of type h (resp. d) with

V h > V d, V i < 1, ∀i ∈ {h, d}. We do not have the superscript k in V i because we assume

that V hS = V hB = V h and V dB = V hS = V d. In other words, the utility (disutility) of

having a child of type h (type d) is the same for both types of parents. This assumption is

made for simplicity and does not affect any of our results.

Motivated by the empirical evidence (e.g., Wildeman, 2010; Geller, 2013), we assume

that the structure of the family influences children’s socialization into values that influence

criminal behaviors. In particular, single-mother families bear a higher socialization cost than

biparental families because of their time constraints. Moreover, when fathers reside with

their children, incarceration removes them from the household and incapacitates them from

the labor market, depriving their families of a potential source of income, which raises the

cost of socialization.20 Incarceration not only limits these contributions, but also threatens

the earning power of remaining family members, who may sacrifice work time to perform

tasks previously carried out by the incarcerated father (Lynch and Sabol, 2004) or struggle

to cover expenses associated with his incarceration such as legal representation, as well as

maintaining contact through phone calls and visits (Comfort, 2008).21

Let c(τSt ) = cS
(
τSt
)2
/2 be the individual socialization cost of a single-mother family

exerting effort τSt and c(τBt ) = cB
(
τBt
)2
/2 be the individual socialization cost of a biparental

family exerting effort τBt . We assume that cS > cB > 1.

A parent from a type−k family chooses his or her socialization effort τ kt at time t to

maximize

uk := P hk
t V h + P dk

t V d − ck
(
τ kt
)2

2
. (6)

By using (5), it is easily verified that the optimal socialization effort of a type-k family is

given by

τ kt = 2qt(1− qt)∆k, (7)

20Even when fathers are not living with their children, they often contribute financially in the form of
child support (Geller et al., 2011) and maintain involvement in their children’s lives and day-to-day routines
(Swisher and Waller, 2008; Tach et al., 2010).

21Reeves and Howard (2013) find that parenting skills vary across demographic groups and that 44% of
single mothers fall into the weakest category and only 3% in the strongest category. The weak parenting
skills found among single parents in the study may be related not only to the lack of a second parent, but
also to a lack of income and education. In particular, education stands out as the most critical factor in
explaining poor parenting.
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where ∆k =
(
V h − V d

)
/ck. Observe that

∂τ kt
∂qt

T 0⇔ qt S
1

2
. (8)

This fact implies that if, at time t, the majority of the people in the male population are

dishonest (honest), then an increase in qt, the proportion of honest individuals, leads to

an increase (a decrease) in the parent’s socialization effort. In other words, and using the

terminology of Bisin and Verdier (2001), when qt < 1/2, the socialization activities inside

and outside the family are cultural complements, while when qt > 1/2, they are cultural

substitutes. Indeed, when qt < 1/2 (qt > 1/2), parents have more (less) incentive to socialize

their children to the honesty trait, the more widely dominant is this trait in the population

since both vertical and horizontal transmissions are needed for a trait to be successfully

transmitted in the first place (see (5)). When the two send contradictory messages, the

individual needs to meet other role models to determine which trait he or she will adopt.22

Therefore, when most people in the population are dishonest, the parent increases his or her

effort with qt, while the opposite is true when qt > 1/2.

The dynamics of the honesty trait h are then described by the following equation:

qt+1 = [1− C(qt, p)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
fraction of non-criminals

P hB
t + (1− p)C(qt, p)︸ ︷︷ ︸

fraction of non-caught criminals

P hB
t + pC(qt, p)︸ ︷︷ ︸

fraction of caught criminals

P hS
t . (9)

Indeed, there is a mass 1 of men in the population. Among them, 1−C(qt, p) are not criminals

and C(qt, p) are criminals. Among the mass (or proportion) of criminals, (1− p)C(qt, p) of

them are not arrested and pC(qt, p) are arrested. As a result, among the mass 1 of men,

1 − C(qt, p) + (1− p)C(qt, p) form biparental families, while pC(qt, p) form single-mother

families. By using (5) and (7) and denoting ∆qt ≡ qt+1 − qt, this dynamic equation can be

written as

∆qt = qt(1− qt)
{

4qt (1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt, p)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
− 1
}
, (10)

where C(qt, p) is given by (4).

22In the standard Bisin and Verdier (2001) model, either vertical or oblique transmission is sufficient to
obtain successful socialization. Our set-up is closer to the extension of Bisin and Verdier (2001, Section
2.2.3) that highlights the complementarities between family and society role models.
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To understand the drivers of cultural transmission, it is useful to rewrite the cultural

dynamics equation by substituting (5) into (9). After rearrangement, we obtain

∆qt = qt(1− qt)
{

[1− pC(qt, p)]
(
2τBt − 1

)
+ pC(qt, p)

(
2τSt − 1

)}
. (11)

Equation (11) describes a classical replicator dynamic equation reflecting how families and

society contribute to the cultural evolution of the honesty trait. It highlights three main

drivers of cultural change: (i) the direct role of peer effects (oblique transmission) in social-

ization to the honesty trait, (ii) the reaction of family socialization (vertical transmission)

to the environment in which they live, and (iii) how the family structure is affected by crime

and incarceration. Let us explain in more details how these three forces operate.

The first driver (peer effects) can be highlighted by considering the hypothetical case in

which all families are of the same type and exert an exogenous socialization effort equal to

a constant value τ . In such a case, equation (11) collapses to

∆qt = qt(1− qt) (2τ − 1) .

Given the direct role of peer effects in the socialization process, this shows that the rate

of vertical transmission through the family has to be sufficiently large (larger than 1/2) to

trigger a successful diffusion of the honesty trait in the population.

The second effect (family socialization) can be best illustrated by considering the optimal

choice of the socialization effort of parents, abstracting from differences across families. With

identical families, the optimal vertical transmission rate can be written as τt = 2qt(1− qt)∆.
As above, this equation reflects the fact that the socialization activities inside and outside

the family are cultural complements for low values of qt (i.e., when qt < 1/2) and cultural

substitutes for high values of qt (i.e., when qt > 1/2). In such a case, equation (11) can be

written as

∆qt = qt(1− qt) [4qt(1− qt)∆− 1] .

Assume ∆ > 1; in other words, there is a sufficiently high incentive for parents to socialize

their offspring to the honesty trait. Then, two features emerge from this equation. First, with

a low initial proportion q0 of honesty traits in the population, the cultural complementarity

effect prevents the diffusion of the honesty trait and, therefore, the long-run steady-state

population will only be composed of non-honest individuals (i.e., the steady state q∗ = 0 is
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stable). By contrast, with a sufficiently large initial q0, owing to the same cultural comple-

mentarity effect, we will end up with a successful diffusion of the honesty trait. However,

when qt increases and crosses 1/2, family and peers become cultural substitutes, which pro-

vides a force inhibiting the further diffusion of the honesty trait in the population and thus

prevents a steady state in which the whole population adopts the honesty trait. We will thus

end up with a stable interior steady state q∗+ ∈ (0, 1), with a relatively large proportion of

honest individuals.23

Finally, the third effect (family structure) is captured by the two terms inside the bracket

of equation (11). The first term [1− pC(qt, p)]
(
2τBt − 1

)
reflects the total effect of the social-

ization effort τBt of biparental families,24 while the second term pC(qt, p)
(
2τSt − 1

)
reflects

the socialization effort τSt of single-mother families.25 The crime rate and incarceration cre-

ate a compositional family effect on cultural transmission since the larger the number of

monoparental families, the weaker is the transmission of the honesty trait in the population

as τSt < τBt .

3.3 Steady-state equilibrium

We can now characterize the long-run cultural dynamics of honesty as a function of the

probability p of arrest in society.

Assumption 1

(i) ∆B > 1

(ii)
[
∆B − (β−w−K)2

4(β+σ)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
< 1.

Assumption 1(i) implies that V h − V d > cB, which means that, for biparental families,

the net benefit of having an honest child is larger than the cost of socialization per unit

of effort. This implies that when p is low, and therefore the prevalence of single-mother

23Denote

q∗− =
1−

√
∆−1

∆

2
and q∗+ =

1 +
√

∆−1
∆

2
.

It is then easily verified that for q0 < q∗−, the population converges to q∗ = 0, while for q0 > q∗−, there will
be a unique stable interior steady state equal to q∗+.

24There are, indeed, 1 − pC(qt, p) biparental families, i.e., 1 − C(qt, p) families with non-criminal fathers
and (1− p)C(qt, p) families with a criminal father that has not been caught.

25There are, indeed, pC(qt, p) single-mother families, i.e., families for which the father is a criminal and
has been caught.
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families is low, socialization within the family is sufficiently effective to allow the survival

of the honesty trait within the community (at least when the proportion of honest agents is

initially high). Assumption 1(ii) implies that when the rate of single-parent families is high,

socialization within families is not sufficiently effective to maintain the honesty trait within

the community.

Proposition 1 Suppose that Assumption 1 holds.

(i) If p ∈ ]p̂1, p̂2[, for any q0 ∈ [0, 1], then the sequence qt converges to q∗ = 0.

(ii) If p ∈ [0, p̂1] ∪ [p̂2, p2], then for any q0 ∈
[
0, q
[
, the sequence qt converges to q∗ = 0,

while, for any q0 ∈
[
q, 1
]
, the sequence qt converges to q∗ = q, where q ∈ ]0, 1[.

There is a non-monotonic inverted U -shaped relationship between the number of mono-

parental families pC(qt, p) and p, the probability of being arrested. Indeed, when p is low,

incarceration is weak, while when p is high, crime is deterred. Hence, in both these cases,

the number of monoparental families pC(qt, p) is low. Consequently, the effect of crime

repression on the family structure is the highest for intermediate values of p.

Consider now part (i) of Proposition 1. When p, the probability of being arrested,

takes intermediate values, the number of monoparental families pC(qt, p) is at its maximum.

As a consequence, the transmission of the honesty trait in the population is the weakest

and the unique stable steady-state equilibrium has no honest individuals in the population

(q∗ = 0). Figure 3 illustrates these dynamics and shows the other equilibrium for which

q∗ = 1 is unstable. Indeed, when q∗ = 1, all men are honest and crime is low. However,

because p is relatively high, young men committing crime end up in prison and, therefore,

many single-mother families are formed. This, along with the fact that parents make little

effort socializing their offspring to the honesty trait (see (8)), results in the reduction in the

proportion of honest people in the population; hence, q∗ = 1 is unstable. On the contrary, the

equilibrium q∗ = 0 is stable. In this case, no male is honest and most commit crime. Because

p is relatively high, many single-mother families are formed, which, in turn, reinforces the

fact that the dishonesty trait is adopted by individuals in the population.

Consider now part (ii) of Proposition 1 where p can take either low or high values. We

show that the steady-state value of q∗ depends on the initial conditions illustrated in Figure

4. As we know, for low or high values of p, the number of monoparental families pC(qt, p)
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Figure 3: Dynamics of honesty with intermediate incarceration rates, p ∈]p̂1, p̂2[

is low. This is true for p ∈ [0, p̂1] because there is little chance that criminal fathers will

be caught. This is also true for p ∈ [p̂2, p2] because most fathers are deterred from crime.

In both cases, incarceration has a “neutral” effect on the structure of families and cultural

transmission is mostly driven by the direct peer socialization effect (oblique transmission)

and the endogenous family socialization effort (vertical transmission).

Consequently, if, at time t = 0, the proportion of honest individuals is low, the direct

peer socialization effect and cultural complementarity effect between vertical and oblique

socializations prevent a culture of honesty from taking off and the unique stable equilibrium

is such that q∗ = 0.

Conversely, when q starts at a sufficiently high value (i.e., q0 > q), then the economy

converges to an interior solution q∗ = q > q. Indeed, when qt is above the threshold value

q, the cultural complementarity effect tends to push for an increase in qt. Since, at the

same time, fewer people are committing crime, more biparental families are formed and

this reinforces the diffusion of the honesty trait in society. As qt continues to grow, the

cultural substitutability effect between family and peers starts to kick in and this leads to a
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stabilization of qt to q∗ = q. As a result, q is a tipping point since when the proportion of

honest individuals is below (above) q, the sequence qt converges to q∗ = 0 (q∗ = q).

More generally, this proposition highlights the interaction between the deterrence effect

of p and its impact on the family structure. When p is low or very high, there are few

single-mother families and thus the transmission of the honesty trait is mostly driven by the

interaction between the family socialization and peer effects. When p takes intermediate

values, many individuals decide to commit crime and these are likely to be arrested. This

leads to a relatively large proportion of broken families and a weak transmission of the

honesty trait.

qt

∆q
t

q(p) q(p)

Figure 4: Dynamics of honesty with low or high incarceration rates, p ∈ [0, p̂1] ∪ [p̂2, p̄2]

Proposition 2 Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and that p ∈ [0, p̂1] ∪ [p̂2, p2]. Then, an

increase in w or σ or a decrease in β, cS, or cB increases q, the long-run proportion of honest

individuals in the population.

Proposition 2 provides some comparative statics results of the interior equilibrium q∗ = q.

We find that when w, the outside opportunity in the legal market, or σ, the cost of the
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punishment, increases, or β, the proceeds from crime, decreases, the steady-state proportion

of honest individuals in the population rises. Indeed, when fewer incentives to commit

crime exist, few individuals become criminals and, thus, more families are biparental. This

facilitates the transmission of the honesty trait because it is less costly for these families

to exert a socialization effort. At any time point, this increases qt, which reinforces the

transmission of the honesty trait since both parents and peers are more likely to influence

the child.

In our framework, although incarceration (i.e., an increase in p) always reduces short-run

crime C(qt, p) (see (4)), it may have an ambiguous effect on long-run crime, C(q∗, p), because

of its impact on long-run honesty through the structure of the family. We now focus on the

impact of incarceration on long-run crime. For this purpose, let us define the functions q(p)

and q̄(p) on [0, 1] × [0, 1] →]0, 1[ implicitly defined by ∆qt = 0 (see (10)). These functions

are represented in Figure 5, which depicts a bifurcation diagram of the cultural dynamics

map as p varies. This figure illustrates the results stated in Proposition 1 where there can

only be a stable interior steady-state equilibrium q∗ = q(p) when p takes either low or high

values.

We now turn to the long-run impact of p on the crime rate.

Proposition 3 Suppose that Assumption 1 holds.

(i) ∀q0 < q(0), an increase in incarceration (i.e., higher p) reduces long-run crime.

(ii) ∀q0 > max{q(p̂1), q(p̂2)}, an increase in incarceration has a non-monotonic impact

on long-run crime.

(iii) ∀q0 ∈ [0, 1], strong incarceration policies (i.e., p ≥ p̄2) minimize long-run crime.

When the initial proportion of honest agents, q0, is low, the bad peer effects are so

strong that whatever the structure of the family, the community cannot maintain a culture

of honesty. In such a case, an increase in incarceration (higher p) always reduces long-run

crime since only the deterrence effect is at stake. This case is equivalent to the classical

punishment effect in the Beckerian model. However, when q0 is higher, our predictions differ

from those of the Beckerian model since the structure of the family affects the culture of

honesty and thus long-run crime. Indeed, by destructuring families, incarceration can have a

detrimental effect on long-run crime. In particular, small increases in incarceration can have

very strong negative effects on honesty. For instance, while an increase in incarceration from
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Figure 5: Bifurcation diagram as incarceration rate p varies

p̂1−ε to p̂1 +ε weakly increases the deterrence effect (i.e., decreases the incentive to engage in

criminal activities whatever the cultural trait of agents), it strongly reduces honesty (which

falls to zero) and thus raises long-run crime substantially.

These results are illustrated in Figure 6, which depicts the relationship between incar-

ceration policies and long-run crime. When q0 is low (dotted line), any rise in incarcera-

tion (higher p) reduces long-run crime. This corresponds to the standard Beckerian model.

When q0 becomes larger (solid curve), the impact of incarceration on long-run crime is

non-monotonic. In particular, Figure 6 shows that around p̂1, increasing incarceration can

backfire since it raises long-run crime. This is because when q0 is sufficiently high, increasing

p, the probability of being arrested, “destroys” the structure of families by increasing mono-

parental families as the expense of biparental families. Because this effect is stronger than

the deterrence effect, increasing p raises long-run crime. Further, as in Figure 5, in Figure

6, p̂1 and p̂2 are the two bifurcation points, meaning that slightly increasing p̂1 or slightly
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decreasing p̂2 leads to a large increase in long-run crime.

Finally, part (iii) of Proposition 3 shows that strong incarceration policies minimize crime

whatever q0 because when p ≥ p̄2, even dishonest individuals have no incentive to commit

crime and therefore both short-run and long-run crime are equal to zero.

incarceration rate
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p̂1 p̂2 p2

q0>q

q0<q

Figure 6: Long-run crime as a function of the incarceration rate p.

3.4 Costly incarceration policy

Figure 6 showed that when p ≥ p̄2, long-run crime is minimized. In the real world, however,

incarceration is costly, and increasing p to this level may be infeasible. For instance, in the

United States, annual justice-related expenditure was $260 billion in 2012.
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We now extend the benchmark model to consider a costly incarceration policy. Assume

that the probability of being arrested increases with the number of police officers P . For

simplicity, suppose that p = P and that each police officer has a cost equal to 1. The

government has a fixed budget R, which is divided between spending on crime repression p

and providing a public good, say education g (i.e., R = p + g). Education increases legal

income since more education implies higher productivity, and the wage rate w in the legal

sector is w = w(g), with w′(g) > 0, w′′(g) < 0, w(0) = 0.

By using g = R − p, the proportion of honest and dishonest individuals who engage in

criminal activities can now be written as

θh = max{β −K − p(β + σ)− w(R− p), 0}

θd = max{β − p(β + σ)− w(R− p), 0},

and the crime rate is still given by

C(qt, p) = qtθ
h + (1− qt)θd.

Let us now consider incarceration policies financed by a fixed budget of R dollars.

Definition 1 An incarceration policy p is efficient if it minimizes long-run crime.

In other words, an efficient policy p solves

minp C(q∗(p), p), (12)

where q∗ is a function of p and is implicitly defined by Proposition 1. We cannot solve this

minimization problem explicitly because we do not have an explicit form for q∗. Instead, we

compare the crime rate under two incarceration policies: high and low. When incarceration

is high (i.e., p = R), the whole budget is spent on incarceration; on the contrary, when

incarceration is low (i.e., p < R), some money is spent on education.

Definition 2

(i) An incarceration policy is repressive if it minimizes short-run crime, i.e., p = R.
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(ii) An incarceration policy is permissive if it does not minimize short-run crime, i.e.,

p < R.

We consider two cases. First, assume that the budget R is quite high. At R = p, we have

β− p(β+σ)−w(R− p) = β−R(β+σ), meaning that for any R ≥ β
(β+σ)

, C(qt, R) = 0, ∀qt.
In particular, C(q∗, R) = 0. Hence, when the government’s budget R is sufficiently high,

trivially repressive policies are always efficient in the sense that they minimize long-run

crime.

However, implementing an incarceration policy that removes all incentives to commit

crime seems highly unrealistic. This captures Kleiman’s (2009) idea that “they are always

more offenses than there is punishment.”

Second, consider the case when R takes lower values, i.e., R ≤ β−K
(β+σ)

.26 When the returns

to education are sufficiently high, i.e., −(β+σ)+w
′
(0) > 0, repression can have a detrimental

impact on short-run crime. In this case, incarceration has a negative impact on both short-

run and long-run crime (through the decrease in education and increase in incarcerated

fathers). The trade-off between the positive effect on incentives at time t and negative effect

on the transmission of cultural traits in the future disappears. Hence, this trivially shows

that incarceration is not efficient.

Let us examine the dynamics of honesty under costly incarceration.

Assumption 2

(i) −(β + σ) + w′(0) < 0

(ii) ∆B > 1 and
[
∆B − (−K+β)2

4(β+σ)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
< 1.

Part (i) of Assumption 2 ensures that the policy p = R, where all the public budget

is spent on repression, minimizes short-run crime. This allows us to concentrate on the

trade-off between the short-run and long-run effects of repression on crime in what follows.

Part (ii) of Assumption 2 is the counterpart of Assumption 1 when incarceration is costly.

We consider the situation where the parent’s socialization effort is insufficiently effective to

maintain the culture of honesty when the rate of single-parent families is high.

Proposition 4 Suppose that the public budget satisfies R < β−K
2(β+σ)

and that Assumption 2

holds. Then, there exist two thresholds q1
min ∈ (0, 1) and q2

min ∈ (0, 1) such that

26A similar reasoning applies for the case when R ∈ [ β−K(β+σ) ,
β

(β+σ) ]. To ease the exposition, we skip this

case and the results are available upon request.
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(i) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is low, i.e., q0 < q1
min, incarceration

policies have no effect on long-run honesty.

(ii) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is sufficiently high, i.e., q0 > q2
min, a

repressive policy p = R has a negative impact on long-run honesty q∗.

When q0, the initial proportion of honest individuals is sufficiently low and bad transmis-

sion by role models (peer effects) is so strong that whatever the incarceration policy, honesty

always disappears in the long run, i.e., q∗ = 0.

When the initial proportion of honest individuals is sufficiently high, incarceration poli-

cies matter for the long-run level of honesty q∗. As before, incarceration policies have a

positive impact on honesty by decreasing crime at time t and a negative one by increas-

ing the proportion of incarcerated parents. Compared with the previous section, however,

the positive impact of crime is reduced since it entails an additional opportunity cost, as it

requires a reduction in spending on education. When public resources R are limited (i.e.,

R < β−K
2(β+σ)

), whatever the incarceration rate, the crime rate is high; hence, any increase

in p has a strong negative impact on the proportion of single-parent families. In that case,

the family disorganization effect exceeds the deterrence effect and incarceration negatively

impacts on long-run honesty.

Proposition 5 Assume that Assumption 2 holds and that

β −K
2

<
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
K + w

(
β −K

2(β + σ)

)
. (13)

Consider the two thresholds q1
min ∈ (0, 1) and q2

min ∈ (0, 1) in Proposition 4. Then, there exist

R̃, such that, ∀R ∈ [R̃, β−K
2(β+σ)

]:

(i) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is low, i.e., q0 < q1
min , a repressive

policy p = R is efficient.

(ii) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is high, i.e., q0 > q2
min , permissive

policies p ≤ p < R are efficient.

When the initial proportion of honest individuals is low, repressive policies are efficient

because incarceration does not affect long-run honesty q∗ (see Proposition 4). Indeed, what-

ever the family structure, honesty is initially so rare in the population that it does not persist
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in the long run. This is equivalent to the Beckerian framework. As explained above, when

honesty does not matter, repressive policies are efficient because only the deterrence effect

is at work.

When the initial proportion of honest individuals is sufficiently large, however, incar-

ceration affects long-run honesty. In particular, when the budget R takes intermediate

values (i.e., R ∈ [R̃, β−K
2(β+σ)

]), incarceration policies may have deep (negative) consequences

on community culture because both the crime rate and the incarceration rate are high, which

maximizes family disorganization. When condition (13) holds, the long-run crime rate when

incarceration is minimal (i.e., p = 0) is low compared with the long-run crime rate when

incarceration is maximal (i.e., pmax = −K+β
2(β+σ)

). Indeed, condition (13) imposes that the pun-

ishment cost of crime when incarceration is maximal27 is lower than the expected cost of

crime under minimal repression p = 0.28 As a result, when condition (13) holds, the long-

run expected incentives to commit crime are higher under maximal repression than under

minimal repression and, therefore, any permissive policy with p < R is efficient.29

More generally, this proposition shows that the negative effect on the cultural disorgani-

zation of incarceration (i.e., the decrease in honesty) outweighs the positive deterrence effect;

hence, repressive policies have the unintended effect of increasing long-run crime. As above,

this finding implies that even when incarceration policies are costly, raising p may backfire

by increasing rather than decreasing crime.

To generate more general results on the efficient repression policy, we now resort to

numerical simulations for any value of p, namely we solve (12). Figure 7 displays the long-

run proportion of honest individuals (q∗) and long-run crime rate C(q∗) as a function of the

incarceration policy p for an initially low proportion of honest agents, i.e., q0 = 0.1. Figure

8 provides similar results but for an initially high proportion of honest agents, i.e., q0 = 0.6.

In both cases, R = 0.2.

27This is the left-hand side of (13) with q∗ = 0, which is equal to pmax(β + σ) = β−K
2(β+σ) (β + σ) = β−K

2 .

28This is when there is a positive long-run proportion q∗ = q(0) =
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B of honest individuals

in the population, which is the right-hand side of (13)), that is q(0)K + w
(

β−K
2(β+σ)

)
. This encompasses a

pecuniary part, w
(
−K+β
2(β+σ)

)
, which is the opportunity wage cost in the legal market when the maximal budget

β−K
2(β+σ) is spent on education, and a non-pecuniary moral part, q(0)K, which is the expected psychological

cost from engaging in criminal activities.
29Condition (13) holds when socialization rates are low (i.e., ∆B is large), the psychological cost of crime

K is high, the cost of punishment is low, and the proceeds from crime are low.
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Figure 7: Long-run honesty (left) and the crime rate (right) as a function of the incarceration
rate p for q0 = 0.1. We set w(g) = ag/(1 + g) and the parameters are such that a = 0.5,
β = 0.07, K = 1/7, ∆ = 0.01, cB = 0.01, cS = 2, σ = 0.05, and R = 0.2.
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Figure 8: Long-run honesty (left) and the crime rate (right) as a function of the incarceration
rate p for q0 = 0.6. We set w(g) = ag/(1 + g) and the parameters are such that a = 0.5
β = 0.07, K = 1/7, ∆ = 0.01, cB = 0.01, cS = 2, σ = 0.05, and R = 0.2.
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As stated in Proposition 5, when the initial proportion of honest individuals is low (Figure

7), incarceration policies minimize both the short-run and the long-run crime rates, meaning

that q∗ = 0 and long-run crime is equal to zero.

When q0 is high (Figure 8), the effect of an incarceration policy on crime is non-monotonic

and may backfire. This example illustrates the result of Proposition 5. The crime rate

without incarceration (p = 0) is lower than that with maximal incarceration (i.e., repressive

policies when p = R). When the government budget is low, the positive short-run effect

of incarceration reduces because legal income falls, which decreases the opportunity cost of

crime. Then, the negative effect of incarceration outweighs the positive effect of incarceration

in the short run and strong incarceration increases long-run crime compared with the case

of no incarceration. Moreover, zero incarceration is not efficient. The efficient incarceration

policy corresponds to an intermediate level of p, given by 0.10 in Figure 8. Figure 6 also

shows that when incarceration is costless, the lowest value of long-run crime is obtained

when p peaks. In Figure 8, this is not possible because the budget R = 0.2 is not sufficiently

large for the deterrence effect to outweigh the social disorganization effect.

3.5 Subsidy to single-parent families

Incarceration policies are clearly not the only way in which to reduce crime. In this subsec-

tion, we examine a policy that provides financial help in the form of a subsidy to single-parent

families.

We assume that the government can grant a subsidy δ to single-mother families, which

reduces mothers’ socialization cost to cS(1 − δ) (τt)
2

2
. In this new framework, the optimal

socialization effort of a family of type S is given by

τSt (δ) = 2qt(1− qt)
∆S

(1− δ)
.

Denote by C = C(qt; p, δ) the crime rate at time t as a function of qt, p but also as a function

of the subsidy δ. The government has a budget of R, which it trades off between subsidies

for single-mother families, amounting to pCδcS
(τSt (δ))

2

2
, and spending on education g. The

budget constraint can now be written as

g (δ, qt, C) = R− pCδcS
[
(τSt (δ)

]2
2

= R− 2pCδcS
[
qt(1− qt)

∆S

(1− δ)

]2

. (14)
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Suppose that δ ∈ [0, 1 − cB

cS
]; hence, the maximal subsidy granted by the government is

such that the socialization cost of single-mother families is equal to the socialization cost

of biparental families. The proportions of honest and dishonest individuals who engage in

criminal activities are now given by

θh = max{β −K − p(β + σ)− w(g (δ, qt, C)), 0}

θd = max{β − p(β + σ)− w(g (δ, qt, C)), 0},

and the crime rate C(qt; p, δ) is implicitly determined by the following equation:

C = −qtK + β − p(β + σ)− w
(
R− pC δ

(1− δ)2
cS
[
qt(1− qt)∆S

]2)
. (15)

Definition 3 A subsidy policy δ is efficient if it minimizes long-run crime.

Formally, an efficient policy δ solves

minδ C(q∗(p); p, δ). (16)

Again, we cannot solve this program since we do not know the form of the function q∗(p).

Instead, we define two cases: the no-subsidy policy (i.e., δ = 0) and the subsidy policy (i.e.,

δ > 0). In particular, for the positive subsidy case, we focus on δ = 1− cB

cS
(because this is

convenient for analytical tractability). Whenever the crime rate at δ = 1− cB

cS
is lower than

that at δ = 0, we deduce that

argminδ C(q∗(p); p, δ) 6= 0,

suggesting that the subsidy policy is efficient.

Assumption 3

(i) −K + β − p(β + σ)− w(R) > 0.

(ii) p (cS−cB)
cB

1
16

∆2w′(0) < 1.

(iii) ∆B − (β−K−w(1− cB

cS
))2

4(β+σ)
(∆B −∆S)− 1 < 1.

If R and p are such that part (i) of Assumption 3 does not hold, then the repression

policy removes all incentives to engage in criminal activities. In that case, the subsidy case
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is inefficient because whatever the long-run honesty, the crime rate is equal to zero. Part (i)

excludes this trivial case. Moreover, parts (i) and (ii) together ensure the uniqueness of the

crime rate implicitly given by (15). Finally, part (iii) of Assumption 3 is the counterpart of

Assumption 1. By considering such situations when social disorganizing forces are strong,

if p takes intermediate values (i.e., the proportion of single-parent families is high), honesty

cannot be maintained whatever the initial proportion of honest agents.

Proposition 6 Suppose that Assumption 3 holds and that

R >
β2

4(β + σ)
(cS − cB). (17)

(i) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is low, i.e., q0 <
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B ,

subsidy policies have no effect on long-run honesty.

(ii) When the initial proportion of honest individuals is high, i.e., q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , the

subsidy policy (δ > 0) maximizes long-run honesty.

When R satisfies condition (17), the government budget is sufficiently large to provide

a subsidy that cancels out the negative impact of family disruption on the transmission of

honesty. In other words, in that case, monoparental and biparental families both have the

same cost of transmitting the honesty trait. As a result, when part (i) of Assumption 3 holds,

that is −K +β− p(β+σ)−w(R) > 0, meaning that the crime rate is positive whatever the

value of the subsidy and strong subsidies can be implemented to ensure that (17) holds, the

incentives to commit crime are low. Therefore, the proportion of single-parent families is low

and the socialization cost of single-parent families cS is low, and thus the positive effect on

socialization outweighs the negative impact on crime.30 Therefore, if the initial proportion

of honest agents is sufficiently high (so that bad peer effects are low), a sufficiently strong

subsidy has a positive impact on long-run honesty.

30Indeed, subsidies affect long-run honesty in two ways. On the one hand, they have a positive impact
on the dynamics of the honesty trait by increasing the socialization efforts of single-parent families. On the
other hand, they have a negative short-run (static) impact by increasing incentives to commit crime (i.e., an
opportunity cost in terms of education).
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Proposition 7 Suppose that Assumption 3 holds, p ∈]p̂1(R),min{p̂2(R), 1}[, and

R ∈

]
β2(cS − cB)

4(β + σ)
, w−1

(
K

∆B +
√

∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B

)[
. (18)

Then,

(i) If q0 <
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , the subsidy policy has no impact on long-term crime.

(ii) If q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , the subsidy case is efficient, i.e., δ > 0.

When the proportion of honest agents is initially low (i.e., society is culturally disorga-

nized), transmission by bad role models is so strong that whatever the effort of parents and,

therefore, whatever the subsidy, the culture of honesty cannot expand. Since long-run hon-

esty converges to zero, owing to cultural complementarity, the socialization efforts of both

types of parents decrease to zero. This fact implies that spending on the subsidy policy is

zero (since this depends on the socialization effort; see (14)). As a result, the subsidy has no

impact on long-term crime. Hence, in this case, a subsidy policy should not be implemented.

When the initial proportion of honest individuals is sufficiently high, socialization by

parents affects long-run honesty and thus subsidies matter. In particular, when p takes

intermediate values (i.e., family disorganization is maximal), some subsidies have deep (pos-

itive) consequences on community culture. Indeed, without any policy, socialization rates of

honesty are too low to overcome bad peer transmission and the honesty trait disappears in

the long run. When R is sufficiently high (see (18)), although family disorganization is high,

some subsidies have a sufficiently positive impact on socialization rates to overcome bad peer

transmission and thus allow honesty to persist in the long run. The subsidy reduces the neg-

ative impact of family disorganization on honesty and long-run crime. Finally, whenever R

is not too high (see (18)), the opportunity cost of crime is high, and thus the strong positive

impact on long-run honesty outweighs the negative short-run impact on crime (in the short

run, raising the subsidy increases crime because it decreases the legal wage).

Again, to provide more general results on the efficient subsidy value, namely the subsidy

that solves (16), we run some numerical simulations. Figure 9 displays long-run honesty and

the crime rate as a function of the subsidy rate δ for an initially low proportion of honest
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agents (i.e., q0 = 0.1). Figure 10 depicts long-run honesty and the crime rate as a function

of the subsidy rate δ for an initially high proportion of honest agents (i.e., q0 = 0.6).

Figure 9 shows that when q0 is low, a subsidy policy has no impact on long-run crime.

This is because independent of the value of the subsidy, long-run honesty will converge to

zero (see Proposition 6). In this case, the socialization efforts of both types of parents are

zero and so is the spending on the subsidy policy. Therefore, this policy affects neither

community culture nor the opportunity cost of committing crime (through the decrease in

legal income). In other words, it is neutral for long-run crime.

By contrast, when q0 is sufficiently high (Figure 10), the effect of the subsidy δ on long-

run crime is negative. Above a certain threshold (δ = 0.8 in the figure), the effect on long-run

honesty starts to be different from zero and this leads to a sharp increase in honesty. As a

result, long-run crime also strongly decreases when δ is above the threshold value of 0.8 and

reaches its lower value when δ = 1, i.e., when the cost of the socialization of single-mother

families is totally subsidized and thus equal to that of biparental families. This is because

the short-run effect of the subsidy, which increases crime through a reduction in the legal

wage, is outweighed by the long-run effect of the subsidy, which reduces crime through an

increase in honesty.
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Figure 9: Long-run honesty (left) and the crime rate (right) as a function of the subsidy rate
δ for q0 = 0.1. We set w(g) = ag/(1 + g) and the parameters such that a = 0, 02 β = 0.07,
K = 1/7, ∆ = 0.01, cB = 0.01, cS = 2, σ = 0.05, p = 0.15, and R = 0.7.
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Figure 10: Long-run honesty (left) and the crime rate (right) as a function of the subsidy
rate δ for q0 = 0.6. We set w(g) = ag/(1 + g) and the parameters such that a = 0, 02
β = 0.07, K = 1/7, ∆ = 0.01, cB = 0.01, cS = 2, σ = 0.05, p = 0.15, and R = 0.7.

4 Broken families, segregation, and crime

In Section 2.4, we presented evidence that crime as well as the structure of families and

communities are spatially differentiated. In particular, for understanding the variation in

neighborhood crime rates, the spatial characteristics of urban environments have been central

to criminological theory since the early Chicago School development of the social disorga-

nization approach (Shaw and McKay, 1942). Indeed, under social disorganization theory,

family structure is a good predictor of a child’s future criminal behavior, which, together

with the criminal behavior of other children, leads to the demise of the community in two

ways. First, a broken family creates conditions that predispose children to criminal activities.

Fatherless families with mothers unable to provide adequate child supervision and discipline

are common characteristics of broken families that contribute to criminal activity. Second,

children who come from these broken families tend to have negative community experiences

(peer effects) that further encourage their criminal participation. Ultimately, these condi-

tions lead to the collapse of the local community, often leaving criminal youths living in

high-crime neighborhoods. Each reinforces the other in a destructive relationship, spiraling

downward into violence and social chaos. The results of empirical research rooted in social

disorganization theory have offered robust evidence in support of the basic expectations of

the theory over many decades (Kubrin and Weitzer, 2003).
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In this section, we provide a mechanism that explains why some neighborhoods end up

with high crime, low housing prices, broken families, and the dissemination of a culture of

crime, while other neighborhoods end up with the opposite to show the importance of broken

families in the formation and persistence of ghettos.

4.1 The model

Let us return to the benchmark model without a costly policy. We assume a city with two

residential areas (or neighborhoods) indexed by l = 1, 2. The population of the city is a

continuum of families of mass 2.

The timing is as follows. As before, the child is subject to socialization in the first

period. At the end of the first period, each child has inherited a cultural trait i = h, d. At

the beginning of the second period, when the child is now an adult, a male matches with a

female and they decide in which neighborhood to reside. We assume that each family lives

in one house and that the inelastic supply of houses within a residential area is normalized to

1. Therefore, each neighborhood encompasses a mass of 1 families. As in Verdier and Zenou

(2004), we assume that each individual makes his or her location decision without knowing

the value of his or her θ (i.e., the idiosyncratic ability to commit crime). Then, the types

are revealed and individuals decide to commit crime or not. The assumption that types are

revealed only after location choices have been made accounts for the relative inertia of the

land market compared with the crime market. Obviously, individuals make quicker decisions

in terms of crime than in terms of residential location. This assumption is made to simplify

the analysis and relaxing it does not alter the main results of this study. Next, the structure

of the family is determined (k = S,B). Finally, at the end of the second period, each family

exerts a socialization effort to influence its offspring to adopt the honesty trait.

Let Qt = q1,t + q2,t be the mass of honest agents. The bid rent for a parent of type

(i, n), i.e., a parent of type i = h, d in neighborhood n = 1, 2, at time t is denoted by ρin,t.

Without loss of generality, we impose that q1,t ≥ q2,t (i.e., the proportion of agents endowed

with the honesty trait h is higher in neighborhood 1) and ρi2,t = 0 (the land rent is zero in

neighborhood 2). The utility of a parent of type k = S,B living in neighborhood n is still

given by (6), that is,

ukn = P hk
n,tV

h + P dk
n,tV

d − ck
(
τ kn,t
)2

2
. (19)
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Utility ukn is clearly affected by location n through qn,t, the proportion of honest individuals

in neighborhood n (see (5)). In particular, parental effort τ kn,t depends on the neighborhood

in which the family lives since τ kn,t is strongly affected by qn,t.

Let us now calculate the expected utility of an individual of type (i, n) before the revelation

of θ. To simplify the presentation, we skip the time index. We have

U i
n =

∫ θi

0

[(1− p) β − pσ −K 1i=h − θ] dθ+
∫ 1

θi
wdθ−ρin,t+

∫ θi

0

[
puSn + (1− p)uBn

]
dθ+

∫ 1

θi
uBn dθ,

where 1i=h is an indicator function equal to one if the parent is of type h and zero otherwise.

This expected utility function has two parts. The first part is the expected utility of indi-

vidual i, who does not know his or her θ, in terms of criminal behavior. If θ, the (inverse)

ability to commit crime, is below θi, then individual i will commit crime. By contrast, if

θ > θi, he or she will not commit crime and will instead receive a wage of w. In both cases,

the individual will pay a land rent (or bid for a rent) of ρin,t to reside in neighborhood n. The

second part of this utility function corresponds to the expected utility from being a parent

without knowing the type of family. If θ < θi, individual i will become a criminal and with

a probability p will be arrested and thus give rise to a single-parent family. On the contrary,

if not arrested, he or she will form a biparental family. If θ > θi, the individual will never

be a criminal and, thus, will always form a biparental family.

In Online Appendix B, we determine ρin,t, the bid rent for a parent of type i = h, d

residing in neighborhood n = 1, 2 (see (B.3)).

4.2 Equilibrium

To obtain the urban equilibria, we need to know who is eager to bid more for land in a

particular neighborhood. Following the literature (Fujita, 1989; Benabou, 1993), the urban

equilibrium is defined as follows.

Definition 4 At any date t and given Qt, the urban configuration, characterized by ρi∗1,t,

q∗1,t, τ
S∗
1,t , τ

B∗
1,t , τS∗2,t , τ

B∗
2,t , is an equilibrium if no one wants to move and change their location

choice. The highest bidders for neighborhood 1 are individuals with trait h.

In any urban equilibrium, both neighborhoods need to be equally attractive to each

type−i parent, for i = h, d. In Online Appendix B, we determine the bid rent differential,
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∆ρ ≡ ρh − ρd between honest and dishonest families, which is given by (B.5). Two urban

equilibria may exist.

Definition 5

(i) An urban equilibrium is segregated at time t if all “honest” families reside in neighbor-

hood 1 or all “dishonest” families reside in neighborhood 2, i.e., q1,t = Qt and q2,t = 0

if Qt < 1 and q1,t = 1 and q2,t = Qt − 1 if Qt > 1.

(ii) An urban equilibrium is integrated at time t if half of “honest” families reside in

neighborhood 1 and the other half in neighborhood 2, i.e., q1,t = q2,t = Qt/2.

We have the following result.

Proposition 8 When Qt < 1, the unique stable urban equilibrium is segregated. When

Qt > 1, the unique stable urban equilibrium is integrated.

Since this is a key result, let us provide its intuition. The agents who have higher

incentives to live in neighborhood 1 are those willing to bid more for land to reside in a

location with a higher proportion of honest agents. However, individuals who exert a higher

socialization effort (honest agents) do not always benefit from living with a higher proportion

of honest agents. This depends on whether parents’ socialization effort (vertical transmission)

and peer effects (oblique or horizontal transmission) are complements (which is true when

Qt < 1) or substitutes (when Qt > 1). Indeed, we saw in Section 3.2 (see equation (8)) that

when the proportion of honest individuals is low (high), parents have more (less) incentive

to socialize their children to the honesty trait the more widely dominant this trait is in the

population. Therefore, when Qt < 1 (few honest individuals around), any increase in the

proportion of honest agents benefits more parents who exert a higher socialization effort.

As a result, honest parents have a strong incentive to segregate themselves in neighborhood

1 by bidding away parents with the dishonesty trait who end up in neighborhood 2. This

leads to the fact that the unique stable urban equilibrium is segregated. When Q > 1,

any increase in the proportion of honest agents benefits more those parents who exert a

lower socialization effort (i.e. dishonest parents). As a result, to reside with honest families,

dishonest parents are willing to bid more for land than honest parents and thus the unique

stable urban equilibrium is integrated.
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The following proposition characterizes the long-run spatial pattern of crime and honesty

culture in the urban area.

Proposition 9 Suppose that the probability of being apprehended, p, is such that p ∈ [0, p̂1[∪
]p̂2, p2]. Define qmax = max{q, 1

2
}.

(i) If Q0 ∈
[
0, q
[
, then in the long run, there is no spatial pattern of social disorganization,

no honesty trait in either neighborhood, i.e., q∗1 = q∗2 = 0, and the crime rate is high

such that C1 = C2 = θd.

(ii) If Q0 ∈
[
q, 2qmax

[
, then in the long run, social disorganization is spatially differenti-

ated, there is segregation in terms of the honesty trait, and crime is much higher in

neighborhood 2, i.e., q∗1 = q, q∗2 = 0, and

C1 = qθh + (1− q)θd < C2 = θd.

(iii) If Q0 ∈ [2qmax, 2], then in the long run, there is no spatial pattern of social disorganiza-

tion, a high frequency of the honesty trait, and a low crime rate in both neighborhoods,

i.e., q∗1 = q∗2 = q, and

C1 = C2 = qθh + (1− q)θd.

In this proposition, we focus on the case that the probability of being apprehended,

p, takes intermediate values, i.e., p ∈ [0, p̂1[ ∪ ]p̂2, p2], which corresponds to part (ii) of

Proposition 1.31 When there is no location choice, there are two stable steady-state equilibria

depending on the initial conditions. If q0 is low (i.e., q0 < q), then q∗ = 0, while if it is

sufficiently high (i.e., q0 > q), then q∗ = q < 1.

When we introduce location choices, the results differ because now crime becomes spa-

tially differentiated. In Proposition 9, in case (i), we show that when Q0, the initial propor-

tion of honest families, is very low, meaning that the initial proportion of honest individuals

is low in both neighborhoods (i.e., q1,0 < q and q2,0 < q ), then there is a unique long-term

equilibrium for which q∗1 = q∗2 = 0. The intuition is the same as in Proposition 1. In the

steady state, all agents in both neighborhoods are endowed with a dishonest culture and

31The other case in Proposition 1 is uninteresting since the unique stable steady-state equilibrium is such
that q∗ = 0 (i.e., there are no honest families in the long run).
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the crime rate is very high. Similar but opposite results are obtained in case (iii) of Propo-

sition 9. Indeed, when the initial proportion of honest individuals in both neighborhoods

is sufficiently high (i.e., q1,0 > q and q2,0 > q), then the steady-state proportion of honest

individuals is q∗1 = q∗2 = q, and the crime rate is low in both neighborhoods. In other words,

when the culture of honesty is sufficiently widespread at the beginning, there is no spatial

disorganization.

Segregation emerges only when Q0 ∈
[
q, 2qmax

[
(case (ii) of Proposition 9). Consider first

the case when q < 1
2
, meaning that Q0 ∈

[
q, 1
[
. Since Q0 < 1, we have shown in Proposition

8 that the unique stable urban equilibrium is segregated. In that case, in neighborhood 1,

there will be q∗1 = q honest individuals in the steady state, while, in neighborhood 2, nobody

will be honest (i.e., q∗2 = 0). Consider now the case when q > 1
2

and thus Q0 ∈
[
q, 2q

[
. This

means that Q0 can be greater than 1, so that we may start with spatial integration where

the proportion of honest families is the same in each neighborhood. However, this initial

spatial integration allocation is not stable because honest (biparental) families decrease their

socialization efforts (parents’ socialization efforts and peer effects are substitutes) up to the

point where, in some period t, Qt < 1 and we end up with a segregated equilibrium.

This proposition thus shows that when Q0 takes intermediate values, there is a unique

stable steady-state equilibrium at which, in neighborhood 1, land rent is high, most fam-

ilies are biparental, and the crime rate is very low, while in neighborhood 2, land rent is

low, families are broken (the father is absent), and the crime rate is very high. Indeed,

in neighborhood 1, honest families have a higher chance of transmitting the honesty trait,

which implies that individuals are less likely to be criminals and therefore families are more

likely to be biparental. This fact, in turn, implies that the honesty trait is more likely to

be transmitted to children born in neighborhood 1. The opposite is true in neighborhood

2. This result thus shows that spatial segregation strengthens social disorganization and vice

versa, explaining why there is a collapse of the community in some neighborhoods, which

leads to high-crime rates. This finding explains why criminal youths from broken families

tend to live in high-crime neighborhoods.

More generally, Proposition 9 provides a microfoundation of the equilibrium urban models

a la Benabou (1993) in which segregation occurs because of positive externalities. In Benabou

(1993), the higher the number of educated individuals in a neighborhood, the lower is the

cost of acquiring education. As a result, segregation occurs between high- and low-educated
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families because of these positive externalities in terms of educational costs. Here, we take a

dynamic perspective and provide a microfoundation of these positive externalities by showing

that segregation only emerges and persists when the initial proportion of families with the

honesty trait is neither too low nor too high. Our microfoundation stems from the fact that

families decide their socialization effort depending on the proportion of honest individuals

residing in their neighborhood and cost of socialization, which itself depends on the structure

of the family. Importantly, when this initial proportion of honest families is sufficiently low,

because of the complementarity between the socialization effort and this proportion, parents

with the honesty trait residing in neighborhood 1 increase their efforts and can bid away

parents with the dishonesty trait to the other neighborhood. This leads to a segregated

equilibrium at which crime and the structure of the family are spatially differentiated.

In particular, urban ghettos emerge in our model because when, initially, few people

have the honesty trait, many adults become criminals, which increases the proportion of

fatherless families in the neighborhood. The high proportion of broken families together

with the criminal behavior of other children lead to the demise of the local community and

eventually to urban ghettos with high-crime rates.

Let us now turn to normative assessments and consider efficiency. Again, the objective

of a social planner is to minimize long-run crime.

Definition 6 (Efficiency with reallocation policies) For a given Q0, the first-best (or

efficient) allocation of individuals into the two neighborhoods is the one that minimizes total

long-run crime.

Our framework also allows us to discuss equity issues, where equity is defined as follows.

Definition 7 (Equity) For a given Q0, an equitable allocation of agents is the one that

minimizes the difference in crime between the two neighborhoods.

We have the following results.32

Proposition 10 Suppose that the probability of being apprehended, p, is such that p ∈
[0, p̂1[ ∪ ]p̂2, p2]. Define qmax = max{q, 1

2
}.

32Given Proposition 9 and its proof, the proofs of Propositions 10 and 11 are straightforward and thus
omitted.
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(i) ∀Q0 ∈
[
0, 2q

[
∪ [2qmax, 2], the market solution is always efficient. In particular,

when Q0 ∈ [q, 2q[, segregation is efficient but conflicts with equity. When Q0 ∈
[0, q[∪]2qmax, 2[, there is spatial integration and efficiency matches with equity.

(ii) ∀Q0 ∈
[
2q, 2qmax

[
, the market solution (i.e., segregation) is not efficient because the

planner would choose integration (first best), i.e., q1 = q2 = q. Efficiency matches with

equity.

In case (i), for Q0 ∈
[
0, q
[

(resp. Q0 ∈ [2qmax, 2]), the market solution does not lead to

spatial segregation and there is high crime and no honesty culture everywhere (resp. low

crime and the same degree of honesty in the two neighborhoods). A relocation policy clearly

does not improve the long-run crime rate in either case. The market solution is efficient and

obviously matches equity as there is no spatial differentiation. For Q0 ∈ [q, 2q[, the market

solution leads to segregation, which is efficient. Indeed, in neighborhood 1, one gets q1,0 > q,

while in neighborhood 2, q2,0 < q, where q is the tipping point. As a result, in neighborhood

1, the steady-state equilibrium of honest families is equal to q∗1 = q, while in neighborhood

2, we have q∗2 = 0. If the planner wanted to integrate the two populations, he or she would

not succeed. In neighborhood 2, he or she cannot affect the steady-state equilibrium for

which q∗2 = 0, while in neighborhood 1, he or she will reduce the proportion of honest people

below the tipping point, which will lead to q∗1 = 0. This clearly provides a worse global long-

term crime outcome than the segregation outcome. As a result, segregation is efficient but

the crime rates across neighborhoods are not minimized and efficiency conflicts with equity

because each neighborhood can only encompass a mass 1 of families and Q0 < min
{

2q, 1
}

.

In case (ii), when Q0 ∈
[
2q, 2qmax

[
is equivalent to Q0 ∈

[
2q, 1

[
,33 the unique steady-

state equilibrium is segregation since Q0 < 1. This is not efficient because the planner

could integrate the two neighborhoods by having q1,0 > q and q2,0 > q, which would lead

to q∗1 = q∗2 = q. Obviously, integration is equitable in this case and efficiency matches with

equity.

Figure 11 illustrates case (i) of Proposition 10. Each rectangle represents a neighborhood.

The upper-panel rectangles show the spatial equilibrium in the city (case (i) of Proposition

9). As shown in Proposition 9, the unique steady-state equilibrium is such that the city is

segregated with q∗1 = q and q∗2 = 0. The lower-panel rectangles depict the spatial distribution

33This case is only relevant when qmax = 1
2 > q.
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of agents by type if the planner chooses to reallocate people. When such a policy is imple-

mented, the outcome is worse than the equilibrium one since the proportion of honest agents

falls below q in both neighborhoods. This leads to a long-run outcome where q∗1 = q∗2 = 0.

As a result, it is better that the planner does not try to integrate agents in the urban space,

implying that, in this case, segregation is efficient.

Now, consider a planner who cannot reallocate people between the two locations but

who rather implements a policy that affects the model’s parameters. In particular, assume

that the planner can reduce the socialization cost of single-parent families (through a non-

costly subsidy).34 From Proposition 7, we can deduce that whenever Q0 > qδ, where qδ :=
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , this policy is efficient. Indeed, a sufficiently high subsidy (so that the cost

of transmitting the honesty trait is the same for single and biparental families) reduces q to

qδ < q and increases the value of honesty in the steady state to qδ > q. We now compare the

efficiency (in terms of a reduction in total crime) of a reallocation policy (as above) with a

subsidy policy.

Proposition 11 Suppose that the probability of being apprehended, p, is such that p ∈
[0, p̂1[ ∪ ]p̂2, p2]. Define qδmax = max{qδ, 1

2
}.

(i) ∀Q0 ∈
[
0, qδ

]
, neither the subsidy policy nor the reallocation policy is efficient.

(ii) ∀Q0 ∈
]
qδ, 2qδ

[
∪ [2qδmax, 2], the subsidy policy is more efficient than the reallocation

policy.

(iii) ∀Q0 ∈
[
2qδ, 2qδmax

[
, the reallocation policy is more efficient than the subsidy policy.

When Q0 is very low (case (i)), the culture of honesty disappears in the long run and

everybody is dishonest. Hence, both the subsidy policy and the reallocation policy are

inefficient since there is no impact on long-run honesty.

Part (ii) of the proposition uses Proposition 10, which shows that the reallocation policy is

not efficient. Indeed, in that case, there is segregation and this is efficient because reallocating

families would only lead to a worse outcome. On the contrary, a subsidy policy has a positive

34Suppose that the maximal subsidy is such that ∆S = ∆B , which means that, at the maximal subsidy,
the planner completely removes the negative effect of family disruption on crime. We could equivalently
consider an increase in w, increase in β, or increase in σ. Nevertheless, we do not consider changes in p since
p is restricted to a given interval.
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Neighborhood 1 Neighborhood 2

q̄

q

Honests

Dishonests

q̄

q

Figure 11: Spatial equilibrium under segregation where q∗1 = q and q∗2 = 0 (upper panel) and
under integration where q∗1 = q∗2 = 0 (lower panel).
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impact on honesty because it increases the proportion of honest agents in neighborhood 1

from q to qδ.

Finally, when Q0 ∈
[
2qδ, 2qδmax

[
(part (iii) of the proposition), the reallocation policy is

more efficient than the subsidy policy. Indeed, consider that qδ < 1
2

so that qδmax = 1
2
. Thus,

Q0 ∈
[
2qδ, 1

[
.35 In that case, the long-run equilibrium is such that there is segregation where

all honest people live in neighborhood 1 (q∗1 = q and q∗1 = 0). The subsidy policy would

keep segregation but increase the proportion of honest families in neighborhood 1 from q to

qδ. On the contrary, since Q0 > 2q, the reallocation policy would move people around so

that we end up with spatial integration where, in each neighborhood, there is a proportion

q of honest families. In terms of the reduction in total crime, this is better than a subsidy

policy since 2q > qδ (because 2q > 1). As a result, the reallocation policy is more efficient

in reducing total crime than the subsidy policy.

Figure 12 illustrates this last result. In this figure, the upper-panel rectangles display

the long-run spatial equilibrium when a subsidy policy is implemented. As stated above,

the spatial equilibrium after the subsidy policy is implemented is segregated because Q0 <

1. Compared with the long-run equilibrium without a policy, the only change is that the

proportion of honest families in neighborhood 1 increases from q to qδ. As a result, the

subsidy policy is efficient because it reduces total crime.

The lower-panel rectangles in Figure 12 show the spatial distribution of agents when the

planner chooses to optimally reallocate the agents to force integration. In such a case, given

that Q0 > 2q, the proportion of honest families in both neighborhoods is higher than q,

meaning that it converges to q̄. Since 2q > qδ (because 2q > 1), the reallocation policy is

more efficient than the subsidy policy because, in the latter, the proportion of honest families

is qδ compared with 2q in the former.

5 Concluding remarks and policy implications

Policymakers are beginning to recognize the connection between the breakdown of American

families and various social problems. The unfolding debate over welfare reform, for instance,

has been shaped by the wide acceptance in recent years that children born into single-parent

families are much more likely than children of intact families to fall into poverty and welfare

35The other case when qδ > 1
2 is impossible since it leads to qδmax = qδ, which implies that Q0 ∈

[
2qδ, 2qδ

[
.
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Neighborhood 1 Neighborhood 2

qδ

qδ

Honests

Dishonests

q̄

q

Figure 12: Spatial equilibrium under a subsidy policy (upper panel) and under a reallocation
policy (lower panel ) when Q0 ∈

[
2q, 2qmax

[
.
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dependence themselves in later years. These children thus face a daunting array of problems.

While this link between illegitimacy and chronic welfare dependency is now better under-

stood, policymakers also need to appreciate another strong and disturbing pattern evident in

scholarly studies: the links between illegitimacy and crime and between the lack of parental

attachment and crime. Without an understanding of the root causes of criminal behavior

(i.e., how criminals are formed), it is difficult to understand why whole sectors of society,

particularly in urban areas, are being torn apart by crime. Indeed, without that knowledge,

sound policymaking is impossible.

To capture these issues, we developed a dynamic model of the cultural transmission of

crime ethics in a framework where parents (vertical transmission) and peers (horizontal

transmission) affect the evolution over time of individuals with the honesty trait. The

new aspect of our model is to include and endogenize the structure of the family in this

transmission process by differentiating between monoparental (or single-mother) families and

biparental families. In an overlapping generations model, we studied the criminal behavior of

individuals who live for two periods and determined the long-run crime rate in the population.

Because of time constraints (and other costs such as the forgone income from the father), it

is costlier for single mothers to transmit the honesty trait to their offspring and, therefore,

the latter are more likely to become criminals since less honesty leads to more crime.

We first show that the probability of being arrested (incarceration rate) is crucial to

determining the long-run crime rate in the economy. In particular, under some conditions,

we show that increasing the incarceration rate can backfire by raising rather than decreasing

long-run crime rates. Indeed, increasing incarceration has two main effects. First, there

is the standard deterrence effect for which an increase in the probability of being caught

reduces crime. Second, and this is new, there is the social disorganization effect for which an

increase in incarceration disrupts the family structure by raising the number of single-mother

families in the population, which has a negative impact on the transmission of the honesty

trait. If the second effect is sufficiently strong, then more incarceration leads to more crime.

This is even truer if incarceration is costly since the higher spending on crime, the less the

government spends on education, which reduces wages and thus increases the decision to

become a criminal.

We also consider another policy that subsidizes the socialization cost of single-mother

families. We show that there is a non-monotonic relationship between the subsidy rate and
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long-run crime, suggesting that increasing the subsidy can, in fact, increase rather than

decrease long-run crime.

We extended our model to include two neighborhoods in which agents with different

honesty traits freely decide where to live to explain the emergence and persistence of urban

ghettos characterized by a large proportion of single-mother families and high crime rates.

We also showed that segregation (i.e., the development of urban ghettos) can be efficient

from a welfare viewpoint but not equitable.

There is a widespread belief that race is a major explanatory cause of crime. This belief

is anchored in the large disparity in crime rates between whites and blacks.36 However, in

this study, we argue that the real variable is not race but family structure. This is supported

by the data. Indeed, the incidence of broken families is much higher in the black community.

Smith and Jarjoura (1988), in a major study of 11,000 individuals, find that “the percentage

of single-parent households with children between the ages of 12 and 20 is significantly

associated with rates of violent crime and burglary.” The same study makes it clear that

the popular assumption of an association between race and crime is false. Illegitimacy is the

key factor. In other words, the absence of marriage and failure to form and maintain intact

families explain the high crime rates in neighborhoods among whites as well as blacks.

In terms of policy implications, unless we try to understand the importance of stable

families to reducing crime, particularly youth crime, we risk making young people the target.

It is the child who grows up in a broken home with an absent father involved in crime who

is most likely to commit crime him- or herself and become an absent parent him- or herself.

Unchecked, the cycle looks set to continue and to multiply in its effects. Simply threatening

to lock young people up will not break the cycle. Although criminals need to face penalties

for their actions, we desperately need to deal with the reasons why they are committing

crime in the first place.

Our study indicates that policies aimed at reducing crime by focusing on keeping families

intact may be better served to improve parenting practices, especially attachment, monitor-

ing, and involvement. Parenting education programs encourage parents to take notice what

their children are doing, praise good behavior, state house rules clearly, and make rewards

and punishments contingent on children’s behavior. A number of programs have demon-

strated success in reducing children’s antisocial behavior, although reductions in stealing

36Approximately 12-13% of the American population is African-American, but they make up 37% of prison
inmates of the 2.2 million male inmates as of 2014 (U.S. Department of Justice, 2014).
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and other delinquent activities have in some instances proved short-lived. We also believe

that family preservation programs should be funded. This is because the family may be

able to resist the deleterious effects of social disorganization on their children, and since

strong families may also work together to reduce social disorganization in their communi-

ties. Family preservation programs are short-term, intensive, empowerment model programs

that focus not on an individual client but rather on the needs of the entire family. For exam-

ple, Olds et al. (1998) investigate the effects of a home visiting program on pregnant women.

The home visitors (nurses) gave the women advice about childrearing, infant development,

nutrition, and the need to avoid alcohol and drugs. A 15-year follow-up showed that the

children of visited mothers were arrested at a significantly (54%) lower rate than the children

of non-visited mothers.37

Our model also suggests that public spending and private investment must be concen-

trated in the most impoverished areas. Money must be mainly spent on programs physically

located in underclass neighborhoods, run by people with ties to the neighborhoods they in-

tend to serve. This policy has the effect of targeting programs for the underclass, while also

strengthening minority agencies or creating new agencies within very poor neighborhoods.

These agencies not only provide services, but can also provide jobs for neighborhood res-

idents, which may strengthen the structure of biparental families in these neighborhoods.

For example, place-based policies could be a good way of improving poor neighborhoods.38

Examples include neighborhood regeneration policies implemented in the United States and

Europe through Enterprise Zone Programs (Papke, 1994; Boarnet and Bogart, 1996; Bon-

donio and Engberg, 2000; Bondonio and Greenbaum, 2007; Givord et al., 2013; Briant et

al., 2015; Mayneris et al., 2017) and Empowerment Zone Programs (Busso et al., 2013).39

Implementing these types of policies creates jobs and thus facilitates the flow of job informa-

tion in depressed neighborhoods. As employment opportunities increase and better-funded

local agencies become centers for social action, the pressure on working- and middle-class

residents to flee should decrease. Such an approach would also simultaneously strengthen

residential ties and interconnections within neighborhoods.

37For an overview and evaluation of existing programs focusing on family support, see Farrington and
Welsh (2005).

38For an overview of place-based policies, see Neumark and Simpson (2015).
39The Enterprise Zone Program designates a specific urban (or rural) area that is depressed and targets it

for economic development through government-provided subsidies to labor and capital. It aims to revitalize
distressed urban communities and represents a nexus between social welfare policy and economic development
efforts.
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Online Appendix
Crime, Broken Families, and Punishment

By Emeline Bezin1, Thierry Verdier2 and Yves Zenou3

A Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1: Let us denote by f(qt), the function defined on [0, 1]→ [0, 1] and

given by

f(qt) = qt(1− qt)
{

4qt (1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
− 1
}
. (A.1)

The stationary equilibria of the economy for which qt = qt+1 = q are such that f(q) = 0.

First, we have f(0) = f(1) = 0.

Second, if there exists some qt 6= 0, 1, then solving f(qt) = 0 must lead to

4qt (1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
− 1 = 0,

which is equivalent to

qt (1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
=

1

4
.

Let us denote by h(qt) the function defined on [0, 1]→ [0, 1] and given by

h(qt) = qt(1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
. (A.2)

Step 1. We show that the function h(qt) admits a unique maximum on [0, 1].

We have

h′(qt) = (1− 2qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
− qt(1− qt)pC ′(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)
.
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2Paris School of Economics and Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, PUC-Rio and CEPR. Email:

thierry.verdier@ens.fr.
3Monash University and CEPR. Email: yves.zenou@monash.edu.
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By using (4), we have

h′(qt) = (1− 2qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
+ qt(1− qt)pK

(
∆B −∆S

)
.

The function h′(qt) is a polynomial of order two, which is concave. We have

h′(0) = ∆B − pC(0)
(
∆B −∆S

)
> 0

and

h′(1) = −
[
∆B − pC(1)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
< 0,

so that there exists a unique

qm =
−
[
∆B − pK

(
∆B −∆S

)]
+
√
D

3K (∆B −∆S)
,

with

D =
[
∆B − pK

(
∆B −∆S

)]2
+ 3K

(
∆B −∆S

) [
∆B − pθd

(
∆B −∆S

)]
such that h′(qm) = 0. This implies that the function h (qt) reaches a global maximum at

q = qm. We deduce that there exists q ≤ q 6= 0, 1 such that f(q) = f(q) = 0 if and only if

h(qm) ≥ 1
4
.

Figures A1 and A2 respectively depict the function h for h(qm) > 1
4

and h(qm) < 1
4
.

Step 2. We show that there exists p̂1 such that for any p ≤ p̂1, h(qm) ≥ 1
4

(i.e.,

h(q; p) − 1
4

= 0 has two solutions) and for any p∗ > p > p̂1, h(qm) < 1
4
, p∗ ≤ p̄1 (i.e.,

h(q; p)− 1
4

= 0 has no solution).

Let us define

u(p) ≡ h(qm(p), p).

We have h(qm) ≥ 1
4

if and only if

u(p) ≥ 1

4
.

2



q q

1/4

h(q)

Figure A1: Case h(qm) > 1
4
.

Let us differentiate u with respect to p. We obtain

du

dp
=
∂h (qm(p); p)

∂qm

dqm
dp

+
∂h (qm(p); p)

∂p

= qm(p) [1− qm(p)]
(
∆B −∆S

)
[qm(p)K − (β − 2p(β + σ)− w)] .

We have du
dp
> 0 if and only if

qm(p) >
β − 2p(β + σ)− w

K
≡ q̃.

Since qm is the maximum of h (.), we deduce that qm(p) < q̃ if and only if h′(q̃) < 0. Let us

3
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h(q)

Figure A2: Case h(qm) < 1
4
.

study this condition. We have

h′(q̃) =
(K − 2 [β − 2p(β + σ)− w])

[
∆B − p2 (β + σ) (∆B −∆S)

]
K

+
p
(
∆B −∆S

)
(β − 2p(β + σ)− w)2

K
.

This is a polynomial function of p with coefficients associated with the squared term p2

equal to − (β + σ) [2(β − w) +K], which is negative. Thus, this function h′(q̃) is concave.

Furthermore, we know that at p = (β − w −K) / [2 (β + σ)], q̃ = 1; hence, qm(p) < q̃ and

the polynomial is negative. Further, at p = (β − w) / [2 (β + σ)], q̃ = 0, so that qm(p) > q̃,

which implies that the polynomial is positive. As a result, there exists a unique p̃ such that

4



for any p ≤ p̃, qm(p) ≤ q̃, which implies that

dh (qm(p); p)

dp
≤ 0,

while for any p ≥ p̃, qm(p) ≥ q̃, which implies that

dh (qm(p); p)

dp
≥ 0.

At p = 0, we have h (q̃(0); 0) = 1
4
∆B, which is higher than 1/4 from part (i) of Assumption 1.

Second, note that ∀qt,

h(qt) ≤ qt(1− qt)
[
∆B − p (−K + β − p(β + σ)− w)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
≡ h1(qt).

Note that h1(1
2
) ≥ h1(qm) > h(qm). Define h1(1

2
) ≡ u1(p). The latter inequality implies

u1(p) > u(p), ∀p ∈ [0, p̄1]. The function u1(p) is a convex function of p, which reaches a

minimum at p = −K+β−w
2(β+σ)

< p̄1. Suppose that

u1(
−K + β − w

2(β + σ)
) <

1

4
,

which is equivalent to item (ii) of Assumption 1. We deduce that

u

(
−K + β − w

2(β + σ)

)
< u1

(
−K + β − w

2(β + σ)

)
<

1

4
.

This implies that for p ∈ [0, p1[, there exists p̂1 such that for any p ≤ p̂1, the equation

h(q; p)− 1
4

has two solutions. There exists p∗ ≤ p̄1 such that for any p ∈]p̂1, p
∗], the equation

h(q; p)− 1
4

has no solution.

Step 3. We show that there exists p̂2 ∈]p∗, p̄2[ such that for any p∗ < p ≤ p̂2,

h(q; p)− 1
4

= 0 has no solution, and for any p̄2 ≥ p > p̂2, h(q; p)− 1
4

= 0 has two solutions.

Let us study the function h (.) on the interval [min{p∗, p1}, p2]. First, we have h (qm(p2); p2) =
1
4
∆B, which is higher than 1

4
from part (i) of Assumption 1.
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For any p < p̄1, we know from Step 2 that u(p̃) < 1
4

and for any p̃ < p < p̄1, the function

u is increasing.

For p ∈ [p̄1, p̄2], by using similar arguments to those used in Step 1, we can show that

h(qt) = qt(1−qt)
[
∆B − (1− qt)pθd

(
∆B −∆S

)]
admits a unique maximum qm on the interval

[0, 1]. Moreover,

dh (qm(p); p)

dp
= qm(p) [1− qm(p)]2 [−β + w + 2p(β + σ)]

(
∆B −∆S

)
> 0,

since p > p1 = β−w
(β+σ)

.

We deduce that there exists a unique p̂2 such that for any [min{p∗, p1}, p2], the equation

h(q; p)− 1
4

has two solutions. For any p ∈ ]p̂1, p̂2[, h(q; p)− 1
4

has one solution.

The function u is depicted in Figure A3.

p̂1 p̂2

1/4

u(p)

Figure A3: The function u ≡ h(qm(p), p).

Finally, for p ∈ ]p̂1, p̂2[, the equation f(q) = 0 has two solutions q = 0 and q = 1 with

6



f ′(0) < 0 and f ′(1) > 0, meaning that 0 is stable and 1 is unstable. From the continuity

of f(.) (and because q is bounded), we deduce that for any q0 ∈ [0, 1], the dynamic system

globally converges to 0.

For p ∈ [0, p̂1] ∪ [p̂2, p̄2], the equation f(q) = 0 has four solutions: q = 0, q = 1, and two

interior solutions q and q with f ′(0) < 0, f ′(1) > 0, f ′(q) > 0, and f ′(q) < 0. We conclude

that for any q0 ∈
[
0, q
[
, the sequence qt converges to 0, while for any q0 ∈ [q, 1], the sequence

qt converges to q.

Proof of Proposition 2: Let us focus on the interior equilibrium q of Proposition 1

and, therefore, assume that p ∈ [0, p̂1]∪[p̂2, p2]. In the proof of Proposition 1, we showed that

the steady-state proportion of honest individuals in the population, q, is implicitly given by

f(q) = 0,

where f(.) is defined by (A.1). Hence,

∂q

∂w
= −∂f(.)/∂w

∂f(.)/∂q
.

In the proof of Proposition 1, we showed that ∂f(.)/∂q < 0, which means that the sign of

dq/dw is the same as the sign of ∂f(.)/∂w. Totally differentiating f(.) in (A.1) and using

(4) lead to
∂f(qt)

∂w
|qt=q= q(1− q)4q (1− q) p

(
∆B −∆S

)
> 0.

As a result,
∂q

∂w
> 0.

By using the same approach, we can show that ∂q
∂β
< 0 and ∂q

∂σ
> 0, ∂q

∂cS
< 0, ∂q

∂cB
< 0.

Proof of Proposition 4: Following the proof of Proposition 1, the stationary equilibria

of the economy are 0, 1, and q such that

h∗(qt) =
1

4
,
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where h∗ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is given by

h∗(qt) = qt(1− qt)
[
∆B − pC(qt)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
,

with C(qt) = −qtK + β − p(β + σ)− w(R− p).

Step 1. From the proof of Proposition 1, we deduce that h∗ admits a unique maximum q∗m.

Step 2. Define

u∗(p) ≡ h∗(q∗m(p), p).

We show that for any R < −K+β
2(β+σ)

, du∗

dp
< 0.

Let us perform the derivative of the function u∗,

du∗

dp
=−

(
∆B −∆S

)
(−qtK + β − 2p(β + σ)− w(R− p))− pw′(R− p)

< −
(
∆B −∆S

)
(−K + β − 2p(β + σ)− w(R− p))

< −
(
∆B −∆S

)
(−K + β − 2R(β + σ)).

Note that Ξ(p) = −(−K + β − 2p(β + σ) − w(R − p)) is increasing in p. Indeed, Ξ′(p) =

2(β+σ)−w′(R−p) and Ξ′′(p) = w′′(R−p) < 0. Hence, Ξ′(p) is decreasing in p and positive

as Ξ′(R) = 2(β + σ) − w
′
(0) > (β + σ) − w

′
(0) > 0 from Assumption 2. Hence, Ξ(p) is

increasing in p and

du∗

dp
< −

(
∆B −∆S

)
(−K + β − 2p(β + σ)− w(R− p)) =

(
∆B −∆S

)
Ξ(p)

<
(
∆B −∆S

)
Ξ(R) = −

(
∆B −∆S

)
(−K + β − 2R(β + σ)).

Consequently, for any R < −K+β
2(β+σ)

, du∗

dp
< 0.

Step 3. We show that there exists R̃ such that

- for any R ∈ [0, R̃], u∗(p) > 1
4
∀p ∈ [0, R] (equivalent to h∗(qt) = 1

4
admits two solutions

q(p) and q̄(p)),

- for any R ∈]R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], there exists p̂1∗ such that u∗(p) > 1
4
∀p ∈ [0, p̂1∗] (equivalent to

8



h∗(qt) = 1
4

admits two solutions), and u∗(p) < 1
4
∀p ∈]p̂1∗, R] (equivalent to h∗(qt) = 1

4

admits no solution).

First, we study u∗(p) at p = R. Define

v(R) ≡ u∗(R) = q∗m(R)(1− q∗m(R))
[
∆B −R(−q∗m(R)K + β −R(β + σ))

(
∆B −∆S

)]
,

and v1(R) ≡ q∗m(R)(1− q∗m(R))
[
∆B −R(−K + β −R(β + σ))

(
∆B −∆S

)]
,

with v1(R) > v(R) ∀R.

Note that v1( −K+β
2(β+σ)

) < 1/4. Indeed, since

v1(R) <
1

4

[
∆B −R(−K + β −R(β + σ))

(
∆B −∆S

)]
, ∀R,

we have

v1(
−K + β

2(β + σ)
) <

1

4

[
∆B − (−K + β)2

4(β + σ)

(
∆B −∆S

)]
<

1

4
,

where the latter inequality comes from Assumption 2. We deduce

v(
−K + β

2(β + σ)
) < v1(

−K + β

2(β + σ)
) <

1

4
.

Following Step 2, we have ∂v
∂R

< 0. Further, we have v(0) = q∗m(0)(1−q∗m(0))∆B = (1/4)∆B >

1/4 (recall that from Assumption 1, ∆B > 1). Hence, we deduce that there exists R̃ such

that

(i) v(R) >
1

4
∀R < R̃,

(ii) v(R) ≤ 1

4
∀R ∈ [R̃,

−K + β

2(β + σ)
].

Returning to the function u∗(p). We have u∗(0) > 1/4, ∂u∗/∂p < 0. When item (i) holds,

that is when R < R̃, u∗(R) > 1/4. We deduce that u∗(p) > 1/4 ∀p ∈ [0, R]. When item

(ii) holds, that is when R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], we have u∗(R) < 1/4. We deduce that there exists

p̂1∗ ≥ R̃ such that u∗(p) ≥ 1
4
∀p ∈ [0, p̂1∗], and u∗(p) < 1

4
∀p ∈]p̂1∗, R].

The function u∗ is represented in Figures A4 (for R = R̃) and A5 (for R > R̃).

Step 4. We show that ∀q0 <
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , qt converges to 0. Indeed, u∗(p) < u∗(0)

9



incarceration rate (p)

1/4

R
~

u*(p)

Figure A4: The function u when R = R̃. Whenever R < R̃, then u(p) > 1
4
.

∀p implies q(p) > q(0). We know that ∀q0 < q(p), the sequence qt converges to 0. We deduce

that ∀q0 < q(0) =
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , the sequence qt converges to 0.

Step 5. We then show that

(i) When R < R̃, ∀q0 > q̄(R̃), the population converges to q̄(p), with ∂q̄/∂p < 0.

(ii) When R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], ∀q0 > q(p̂1∗), the population converges to q̄(p), with ∂q̄/∂p < 0

(if p ≤ p̂1∗), or to zero (if p > p̂1∗).

First, from proof of Proposition 1, we know that when h∗(q) admits two solutions q(p)

and q̄(p), for any q0 > q(p), the sequence qt converges to q̄(p).

Hence, when R < R̃, ∀p, for any q0 > q∗(p), the sequence qt converges to q̄(p). When

R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], ∀p < p̂1∗, for any q0 > q∗(p), the sequence qt converges to q̄∗(p) and

∀p ∈ p̂1∗, R], for any q0 ∈ [0, 1], the sequence qt converges to 0.

10



incarceration rate (p)

1/4

p̂1*

u*(p)

Figure A5: The function u when R > R̃. Here, we have u(p) > 1
4
⇔ p > p̂∗1.

The convergence condition above depends on p. We must find a condition that holds for

any p to compare convergence under different incarceration rates. To do so, we find an upper

bound for q∗(p). When R < R̃, the upper bound for q∗(p) is q(R̃) (this can be shown by

using the fact that ∂u∗/∂p < 0 and u∗(R̃) = 1/4). When R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], the upper bound

is q(p̂1∗) (this is shown by using similar arguments).

We deduce that when R < R̃, and ∀q0 > q(R̃), the sequence qt converges to q̄(p). Then,

we easily show that ∂q̄/∂p < 0 (i.e., the higher the incarceration rate p, the lower is the

steady-state level of honesty).

When R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], and ∀q0 > q(p̂1∗), the sequence qt converges to q̄(p), with ∂q̄/∂p < 0

for p < p̂1∗ and to zero for p higher than p̂1∗. Again, an increase in incarceration has a

negative impact on long-run honesty.

Figures A6 and A7 depict cases (i) and (ii) of Step 5. Figure A6 shows that when

R < R̃, for any q0 > q(R̃), ∀p, the sequence qt converges to q̄(p). Figure A7 shows that for

11



R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

], ∀q0 > q(p̂1∗), the sequence qt converges to q̄(p).

q(p) q(R~) q(p)

1/4

h(q, p)
h(q, R~)

Figure A6: Case R = R̃: functions h∗(q, p) and h∗(q, R̃), with h∗(q, p) > h∗(q, R̃).

Finally, part (i) of Proposition 4 follows from Step 4, posing q1
min = q(0) =

∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B .

Part (ii) of Proposition 4 follows from Step 5, posing q2
min = q(R̃) for R < R̃, and

q2
min = q(p̂1∗) for R ∈ [R̃, −K+β

2(β+σ)
].

Proof of Proposition 5: In this proof, we compare the long-run crime rate (denoted

by C̄) for p = R with the long-run crime rate for p < R.

To show case (i), note first that ∀q0 < q1
min = q(0) =

∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , qt converges to 0. We

deduce that for any incarceration policy, the crime rate is given by C̄ = β−w(R−p)−p(β+σ),

12



q(p) q(p̂1*) q(p)

1/4

h(q, p),  p > p̂1*
h(q, p̂1)
h(q, p),  p > p̂1*
h(q, p̂1, *)
h(q, p),  p > p̂1*
h(q, p̂1*)

Figure A7: Case R > R̃: functions h∗(q, p) and h∗(q, p̂∗1), with h∗(q, p) > h∗(q, p̂∗1).

which is a decreasing function of p. Hence, repressive policies are those where p = R mini-

mizes long-run crime.

(ii) We know from the proof of Proposition 4 that when R ∈ [R̃, −K+β
2(β+σ)

] and q0 > q2
min =

q(p̂1∗), for p = R, qt converges to 0, while for p < p̂1∗, qt converges to q̄(p) > 0. In particular,

for p = 0, qt converges to q̄(0) =
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B .

We deduce that at p = R, the long-run crime rate C̄ is given by C̄(R) = β − R(β + σ). At

p = 0, we have C̄(0) = −∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B K + β − w(R).

A repressive policy p = R does not minimize C̄ and is dominated by continuity by a

13



permissive policy p ≤ p < R if C̄(0) < C̄(R) or

−
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
K + β − w(R) < β −R(β + σ),

⇔−
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
K − w(R) +R(β + σ) < 0.

Since −w(R) +R(β + σ) is increasing in R by assumption, the above inequality holds if

−
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
K − w(

−K + β

2(β + σ)
) +

β −K
2

< 0

or
β −K

2
<

∆B +
√

∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
K + w(

−K + β

2(β + σ)
),

which is condition (13) of Proposition 5

Proof of Proposition 6:

Let us first state the following lemma.

Lemma 1 There exist p̂1(R) and p̂2(R) such that:

(i) For any p ∈]p̂1(R),min{p̂2(R), 1}[, ∀q0 ∈ [0, 1], the sequence qt converges to zero.

(ii) For any p ≤ p̂1(R)] or p ≥ min{p̂2(R), 1}, there exists q(p), q̄(p) such that ∀q0 ∈
[0, q(p)[, the sequence qt converges to zero, ∀q0 ∈ [q(p), 1], the sequence qt converges to

q̄(p).

Proof of Lemma 1: The proof uses the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition

1.

Let us now prove Proposition 6.

Step 1. We show that when R is sufficiently high, the government can grant a subsidy

δ = 1− cB

cS
.

14



The government can implement a subsidy δ = 1− cB

cS
if and only if

R ≥ pC(qt; p, 1−
cB

cS
)(1− cB

cS
)cS(τS)2/2.

The left-hand side is bounded above by4

β2

4(β + σ)
(cS − cB).

A sufficient condition for the above inequality is

R >
β2

4(β + σ)
(cS − cB).

Step 2. We study the dynamics when δ = 1− cB

cS
.

If the government implements the subsidy δ = 1− cB

cS
, following the proof of Proposition 1,

the stationary equilibria are 0, 1, and q such that

h∗∗(qt) = qt(1− qt)∆B =
1

4
.

From the proof of Proposition 1, we know that the above equation admits two solutions:
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B and
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B . We also know that for any q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , qt

converges to
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B .

Step 3. We study the dynamics when δ = 0.

When δ = 0, the stationary equilibria are 0, 1, and q such that

h(qt, R) = qt(1− qt)
(
∆B − p (−qtK + β − p(β + σ)− w(R)) (∆B −∆S)

)
=

1

4
.

Depending on p, this equation admits zero or two solutions q(p,R) q̄(p,R).

4This inequality comes from the fact that pC(qt; p, 1− cB

cS
) < p(β − p(β + σ)) < β2

4(β+σ) .
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Step 4. Let us compare the dynamics under δ = 1− cB

cS
and δ = 0. We have

qt(1− qt)∆B > qt(1− qt)
(
∆B − p (−qtK + β − p(β + σ)− w(R)) (∆B −∆S)

)
,

which implies
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B < q(p,R) and
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B > q̄(p,R). For any q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , when a subsidy δ = 1 − cB

cS
implemented, the sequence qt converges to

∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B . For any q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B , when δ = 0, the sequence qt converges to

q̄(p,R) <
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B or 0 <
∆B+
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B . Hence, ∀q0 >
∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B strong subsi-

dies have a positive impact on long-run honesty.

Proof of Proposition 7 :

Step 1. Express the long-run crime rate under δ = 0.

Under p ∈]p̂1(R),min{p̂2(R), 1}[, the long-run crime rate under δ = 0, which we denote

by C̄0, is given by C̄0 = β − p(β + σ)− w(R).

Step 2. Let us express the long-run crime rate under δ = 1− cB

cS
and q0 >

∆B−
√

∆B(∆B−1)

2∆B .

This is implicitly given by

C̄δ −

(
−K

∆B +
√

∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
+ β − p(β + σ)− w(R− pC̄δ

δ

(1− δ)2
cS
[
qt(1− qt)∆S

]2
)

)
= 0.

Step 3. Let us compare the crime rate without a subsidy with the crime rate with a

strong subsidy. Note first that

C̄δ < −K
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
+ β − p(β + σ).
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A sufficient condition for C̄δ < C̄0 is

−K
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
+ β − p(β + σ) < β − p(β + σ)− w(R)

⇔K
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
> w(R),

⇔w−1(K
∆B +

√
∆B(∆B − 1)

2∆B
) > R,

whenever the inverse function w−1 exists.

Proof of Proposition 8: There is segregation if and only if type-h individuals are

willing to bid more than type-d parents to live with individuals of their type (i.e., to live in

neighborhood 1). Formally, the segregated equilibrium exists and is unique if and only if

∆ρ(q1) > 0 ∀ q1 ≥
Q

2
.

In this kind of model, the symmetric equilibrium always exists. We must check whether it

is stable. Stability is defined as follows: for a small rise (resp. decrease) in the proportion

of type-h agents in neighborhood 1, agents of type d (resp. h) are willing to bid more than

agents of type h (resp. d). Formally, the symmetric equilibrium is stable if and only if

d∆ρ

dq1

|Q/2 < 0.

The symmetric equilibrium is unique if and only if

d∆ρ

dq1

≤ 0 ∀ q1 ≥
Q

2
.
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The function ∆ρ is positive for any q1 if and only if

q1(1− q1) > q2(1− q2),

⇔q1 −
1

2
>

1

2
− q2,

⇔q1 −
1

2
>

1

2
−Q+ q1,

⇔1−Q < 0.

We deduce that

∆ρ(q1) > 0, ∀ q1 ≥
Q

2
⇔ Q < 1,

∆ρ(q1) < 0, ∀ q1 ≥
Q

2
⇔ Q > 1.

This proves the result.

Proof of Proposition 9:

(i) Suppose that Q0 ∈
[
0, q
[
, i.e., the initial proportion of honest families is low. First,

from Proposition 8, at time t = 0, since Q0 < 1, the unique urban equilibrium is segregated

and we have q1,0 ∈
[
0, q
[
and q2,0 = 0. After the socialization choices have been made, we

have q2,1 = f(q2,0) = 0, and since q1,0 < q, q1,1 = f(q1,0) < f(q) = q. We deduce that for all

t ≥ 0, q1,t < q, q2,t = 0. For any q1,t ∈
[
0, q
[
, the sequence q1,t is decreasing and converges to

0 (see the proof of Proposition 1). Hence, in the long run, we have q∗1 = 0 and q∗2 = 0.

(ii) Suppose now that Q0 ∈
[
q, 2q

[
.

If Q0 < 1, the unique urban equilibrium at time t = 0 is segregated so that q1,0 ∈
[
q, 1
[

and q2,0 = 0. After the socialization choices have been made, we have q2,1 = f(q2,0) = 0,

and since q1,0 ≥ q, q1,1 = f(q1,0) ≥ f(q) = q. From the arguments developed in the proof of

Proposition 1, we have that for any q1,t ∈
[
q, q
]

(resp. [q, 1]) the sequence q1,t is increasing

(resp. decreasing) and converges to q (resp. q). In the long run, we thus have q∗1 = q and

q∗2 = 0.

IfQ0 > 1, the unique urban equilibrium at time t = 0 is integrated so that q1,0 = q2,0 = Q0

2
.

After the socialization choices have been made, we have q1,1 = q2,1 = f(q2,0) < f(Q0

2
) < q.

From the arguments developed in the proof of Proposition 1, we have that for any q1,t, q2,t ∈
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[
0, q
[
, the sequences q1,t and q2,t are decreasing. We deduce that there exists some t such

that q1,t + q2,t = Qt < 1 (segregated equilibrium) and we are exactly in the above case so

that q∗1 = q and q∗2 = 0.

(iii) Suppose that Q0 ∈
[
2q, 2

]
. By using similar reasoning, we can deduce that the

sequences q1,t and q2,t are increasing for q1,t = q2,t ∈
[
2q, 2q

]
and decreasing for any q1,t =

q2,t ∈ [2q, 2]. We deduce that, in the long run, we have q∗1 = q∗2 = q.

B Urban equilibrium

Let us first calculate the bid rent of each parent of type i = h, d residing in neighborhood

n = 1, 2. Consider utility (19). Then, by using (5) and (7), we have

ukn = 4q2
n,t(1− qn,t)2 (∆V )2

ck
+ q2

n,t∆V + V d − ck
(
τ kt
)2

2
, (B.1)

where ∆V = V h − V d.

To calculate each bid rent in the land market, we need to compute the expected utility

of a worker of type (i, n) before the revelation of θ. To simplify the presentation, we skip

the time index. We have

U i
n =

∫ θi

0

[(1− p) β − pσ −K 1i=h − θ] dθ+
∫ 1

θi
wdθ−ρin,t+

∫ θi

0

[
puSn + (1− p)uBn

]
dθ+

∫ 1

θi
uBn dθ,

where 1i=h is an indicator function equal to one if the parent is of type d and zero otherwise.

This utility can be written as

U i
n = [(1− p) β − pσ −K 1i=h] θ

i − θ2

2
+
(
1− θi

)
w − ρin,t + pθiuSn +

(
1− pθi

)
uBn . (B.2)

We can now define the bid rent for a parent of type i = h, d residing in neighborhood n = 1, 2.

We have

ρin,t = [(1− p) β − pσ −K 1i=h] θ
i − θ2

2
+
(
1− θi

)
w + pθiuSn +

(
1− pθi

)
uSn − U i

n, (B.3)

where uSn and uBn are defined in (B.1).

To determine the urban equilibrium, we need to determine the bid rent differential ∆ρ ≡
ρh− ρd between honest and dishonest families. Again, we skip the time index. The bid rent
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ρi = ρi1 that makes both neighborhoods equally attractive to a trait−i parent is such that

U i
1 = U i

2 for i = h, d. Given that ρi2 = 0, we obtain

ρi = pθi
(
uS1 − uS2

)
+
(
1− pθi

) (
uB1 − uB2

)
.

The bid rent differential, ∆ρ ≡ ρh − ρd, is then given by

∆ρ = p
(
θd − θh

) [(
uB1 − uB2

)
−
(
uS1 − uS2

)]
.

By using (B.1), it is easily verified that

(
uB1 − uB2

)
−
(
uS1 − uS2

)
= 4 (∆V )2

(
1

cB
− 1

cS

)[
q2

1(1− q1)2 − q2
2(1− q2)2

]
.

As a result, by using (1) and (2), we obtain

∆ρ = 4pK (∆V )2

(
1

cB
− 1

cS

)[
q2

1(1− q1)2 − q2
2(1− q2)2

]
. (B.4)

Since q2 = Q− q1, this equation can be written as

∆ρ (q1) = 4pK (∆V )2

(
1

cB
− 1

cS

)[
q2

1(1− q1)2 − (Q− q1)2 (1−Q+ q1)2
]
. (B.5)
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